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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

s now part of the Murray
1 RY•test. Kra. ARMIN
is in charge of the daft
unit at 'lobelias. ROO
the necessity to reach
tart training of these chir
at an early ado. For this '
the Calloway County Aston for Retarded Children,
d by Major Warner Cole,
sing to establish the Day
Center for Retarded Chll. Downing reported that
lost urgent need at this
mu for money to Port
nent and to pay a cituti
a
eacher. The First PresbyChurch is providing
for the class to meet at
'meat tie.
local Clvitan Club voted
• $300.00 to the school.
tub also agreed to per* Calloway County-Assocfor Retarded Children to
ckets to the Civitan'a anpancake day. The tickets
all for $1.00 with the as.
on receiving fifty cents
ch ticket sold.
Civitan Club further ato make an additional
on equal to the amount
he association earned In
lamer.
by McCellan, president of e
Iurray Civitan Club, sad a desire that all loco))
clubs and organizations
join with the Civitan
2 assisting the analciat.
th the raising at toad.
Is important project.

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky
Community Newspaper
._.
-61191118h-_=

4Jnited Press International

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, February 26,
1969

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

SPECIAL

Vol. LXXXX No. 40 ;

son School
Young Mother Robert
"Final Offensive" Made By 1.
Reports Brealcin
Passes Away
Cong To "Reunite" Country

Dennis Taylor, principal of
Robertson Elementary School,
reported a breakin occurred at
Mrs. Nona Sue Joyce, age the school, according to the reBy JACK WALSH
157 in a oattie near the Cam23, of Hardin Route One died port made to the Murray PoThe Atlanta Constitution reSAIGON (UPI)- North Viet- bodian border.
Monday at 1:45 p.m. at the lice Department Tuesday at
ports a thief in Cincinnati who
namese troops unleashing what
Since the beginning of the
Murray-Calloway County Hos- 9:08 p.m.
made off with $2,347 in meats
Taylor told police that a per- a captured prisoner said was a offensive early Sunday the
pital. She had been suffering
and cigarettes from a meat
from a heart condition f o r son or persons broke the glass final offensive to "reunite Viet- Communists have lost an estimarket, plus a closed-circuit
out of the door to gain entry. nam" seized two villages on mated 3,500 killed, U.S. officsonic time.
„ television installed to watch
The young woman is surviv- The Coke machine was broken the northern fringes of Saigon ials reported. American losses
the store Needed now, t h e
into and some money was taken today and then held off 2,000 were put at 200 dead, South
ed by her husband, Tony Joyce,
newspaper says, is a set to
and two sons, Troy and Tracy from the money box. Also $6.75 U.S. and South Vietnamese Vietnamese troops at 400 and
La watch the set, to watch the set,
Joyce, all of Hardin Route One; was taken from the petty cash troops in house-to-house fight- South Vietnamese civilians at
to watch the set, to watch . .
ing.
130.
her parents, Mrs. Gertha Low- fund.
ir
The fourth day of the ComThe person or persons also
The fighting did not compare
ery
of
Murray
Russell
and
LowIf you ever wonder about tax
broke into the storage room munist ofensive sent several in scope with the Communist
ery of Benton Route One.
reform in the United States,
Mrs. Joyce is also survived and took two ten pound sacks thousand North Vietnamese at- Tet offensive of last year but it
how does this strike you? Preby her two brothers, Sgt. Jer- of fresh ground pork, accord- tacking the villages of Dong set off the heaviest ground
sident Nixon's pay has been
Lach and Ho Nai near the fighting in many months. Allied
ry Don Lowery, U. S. Arm', ing to the police report.
boosted to $200,000. After taxes
American base at Bien Hoa and officials still believed the main
Texas, and Pfc. Clyde Max Lowhe gets to keep only $78,000,
Long Binh, 15 miles northwest push was aimed at Saigon.
ery. U.S. Marine Corps, North
of Saigon. U.S. artillery' and air
A North Vietnamese soldier
Carolina, grandparents, Mr.
This Is nothing short of ridicustrikes turned part of the urban captured today in fighting 1and Mrs. Carl Jones of Murray
lous. We beliive every person
area into flames.
round U.S. Army headquarters
and Mrs. Rosa Lowery of Hopshould be allowed to keep at
The Communist offensive in- at Long Binh, base for a 40,000kinsville.
*least half of what he earns, no
flicted losses on more than 100 man American unit, said the
Funeral services were held
matter what he is able to make.
Murray Moose Lodge No. South Vietnamese villages and Communist troops were told the
today
at
one
p.m.
at the Fer- 2011, George Hodge,
CONDUCTOR COUNSELING - Neale Meson,
To go a step further we think
Governor, U S. bases, including nine heli- assaults would be the "final
associate professor of music at
guson Springs Baptist Church
State University and one of the organisers
he should be able to keep 75
is in receipt of a letter from copters destroyed at Chu Chi, attack to- reunite Vietnam."
of the Purchase Area Youth Symphony MurruY
where
she
Orcheo
was a member. Bur- Miss
tra, explains a musical point to Mary
per cent of it.
Naomi Webb, teacher at about 20 miles to the west if
Janie Buchanan, a viola player from the
The soldier, Pvt. Tran Van ial was in the Matheny CemeUniversity
School In Murray.
the Kentucky School for the Saigon. But the loss to the Com- :hien. 19, said a Communist -tery.
Herbert G. Klein, the Nixon ad
Deaf,
Danville,
)olitical commissar told the
expressing munists was staggering.
ministration's director of conthanks for the games and toys
The Communists lost 133 dead troops the disastrous attack on
_ munications has reversed the
the lodge sent to the school.
in the fighting near Bien Has -Long Binh Sunday "would he
iicolicy of the previous adminisA story concerning the lodge and Chu Chi, another 168 in a easily successful." That attack'.'
'tration that the government haf
sending the gifts to the school major battle Tuesday near cost the Communists 132 dead.
Air "right to lie". He said that
Funeral services for Mrs. Anwas published in "The Ken- Quang Ngai on the coast and
Thien said the Communists
"Ifie government has the right
nie Wilkinson were held today
promised that after this offentucky Standard", February isto refuse to comment when natWord has been received of sue for the School
at two p. m. at the chapel of
sive they could return to North
of the Deaf.
ional security is involved, but
Waning interest in stringed program
the Max H. Churchill Funeral the death of 'William Elm ire,
Vietnam. He also said they
Local children at the school
is the first of its kind
It has no right.to lie, ever.
father
instrument study and lack of
of
Mrs. Robert Etherton at Danville art Todd
were told the men at Long Binhto be initiated among Kentuc- Home with Rev. Norman CulRussell,
of
Murray
oportunity for student group
pepper and Rev. Lloyd Mayer
and Naples, Fla.
were "desk soldiers" and they-...
Mildred Woods. Paul "Bubba"
This is a refreshing statement. participation have led to the ky's regional universities.
Mr. Elmore, age 83, died. Grogan,
officiating.
could have all the C rations
Neal B. Mason, associate proJr., and Tony Forms
•
sda•juat 2:36 p.m. at Naples,
creation of a Purchase Area
Active pallbearers were Edthey could eat.
A picture of some of the
'A Harry Karns said "The first Youth Symphony Orchestra at fessor of music at Murray State, gar Wilkinson, Madison Jones, Fla., while visiting with his
Eighteen cases have been
The
heaviest
fighting
of the
and Richard W. Farrell, chairtoys and games and several heard
rule of wise financial manage- Murray State University.
in the City Court of-City
Cornell Wells, Rudell Parts, daughter, Mrs. Etherton-. a n d
raged around the villages
man of the fine arts departmembers of thf Moose Lodge Judge William H. (Jake) Duni
Gerald Coles, and Sylvester husband.
Dang
of
Lach
and Ho Nai where
(Continued on lisdc Papal
appeared in the January 21)th during the past week. Records
Designed for students from ment, worked out the original Paschall. Burial was in the
Old • Survivors include two, daughU.S. and South Vietnamese '•,'•
grades seven through 12, the proposal for the group and Ma- Salem Cemetery with the
•
ters, Mr!. Etherton and another issue of The Ledger & Times. show the following occurred:
artanks were trying to dislodge
son is now the conductor. He
S. M. Crass, improper pass- the North Vietnames
rangements by the Max H. daughter residing in St. Louis,
e. But the
says enthusiasm is running
ing, entered plea of guilty, fin- biggest Communis
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mo.; two grandsons, Bill Ethert losses aphigh in the 48-member organied $15.00 costs $4.50.
Mrs. Wilkinson, age /35, wife ten of Murray Route One and
parently were farther north. .
zation which meets every other
Minnie Mauzy, public drunof the late Gaylon Wilkinson, Bob Etherton of Murray; six
South Vietnamese spokesmenSaturday morning.
kenness, entered plea of guilty, said the
died Monday at the Murray-Cat. seat grandchildren.
Communist attacks ha'
"Isolated string players i n loway
fined
$15.00
$4.50.
costs
County Hospital. She IS *The body is being returned
the Quang Ngai area inflicted,
The midweek Lenten Service
the Murray area can now feel survived by
R.
speeding.
Kaler,
L.
enterMurphystior), Ill., where fun. will be held at the Immanuel
her son, Lloyd Wilkheavy casualties on a force of
Three different lessons will diey belong to a group," Mason
inson and his wife, Arrie
ed plea of guilty, fined $20.00 800 governme
services will be .held on Lutheran Church, 15th
nt infantryme
be studied by the twenty home- said, "and the association enand eosts $4.50.
ursday.
Maio Streets, tonight (WednesBut later the South Vietnamese
makers clubs of Calloway Coun- courages them to continue their
B. L. Barnett, reckless driv- with the aid
day) at 7:30.
of artillery and air
ty during the meetings of the iaterest."
"The Burden of Cain" will be Mg, entered plea of guilty, fin- strikes killed 168 of the Reds.
Grady Wesson was awarded month of March.
$15.00
ed
costs
$4.50.
the theme of the sermon by
The orchestra consists of
"Entertaining - Luncheons
a judgment of $2900.00 in the
J. N. Dunigan, driving while
the pastor. Rev. Stephen G.
ease heard Tuesday in Callo- & Dinners - Foods" will be woodwinds and brasses, as well
Mazak, Jr. The sermon will con- intoxicated, amended to reckway County Circuit Court with the lesson to be given at the as string instruments. Schools
The Purchase Area had a
cern the burden of hatred and less driving, entered plea of
represented among the woodJudge James M. Lassiter pre- meetings of the Town &
training meeting recently for
anger, toward one's brother guilty, fined $100.00 costs $4.50.
siding, according to the office try, Progressive, Paris Road, winds and brasses are Mayfield,
W. W. Hiss, no cab card in
county subject matter chairWilliam Beane who escaped which Christ can help one carof Circuit Court Clerk James New Hope, South Murray, New Reidland, Murray, University
unit, entered plea of gulity,
men at Mayfield. The followfrom the Calloway County Jail ry and overcome, Rev. Mazak
Concord, Westside, and Dexter. School at Murray and Paducah
Blalock.
fined $19.00 costs $4.50.
ing county leaders attended:
on September 30, 1967. h a s said.
The training for this lesson Tilghman. University School and
•, The case concerned an autoAlan Leitz, no cab card in
Clothing, Mrs. Richard ArmTilghman
been
arrested by the Sheriff of
are the only schools
%while accident with Wesson is being given to the leaders
unit, entered plea of guilty, finstrong; Foods, Mrs. Jewell McCook County, Ill., and is now
Ays. Harrison, according to'Bla- in Ballard, Calloway, Graves, providing string players.
ed $19.00 costs $4.50.
Callon; Home Furnishings, Mrs.
EYE SURGERY
in jail there, according to CalMarshall, McCracken, and Hick"Some people wondered at
lock.
Gedric Paschall; Housing, Mrs.
Kentucky Lake Oil Company,
loway County Sheriff Fannie
first if enough interest would
Today the case of Evitts vs. man counties.
JERUSALEM (UPI) - PreCharlie Crawford; Home Man-Lucille Rollins recently un- Thomas Bucy, driver, no inStubblefield.
"Attractive
Webb, also an automobile ac& Convenient be generated to make the pro- agement.
mier Levi Eshkol, who guided
derwent
Mrs.
surgery
eye
Hardiman
at
the
MeMilspection
entered
sticker,
plea of Israel through
dint, is being heard in Cir- Closets - Housing" is the les- gram successful," Mason noted. ler;
its gravest poliCultural
Development, The Cook County sheriff has thodist
Hospital,
Memphis, guilty, fined $10.00 costs $4.50. tical and military
son for Wadesboro, Penny, Sub- "Now the Youth Symphony is
cuitCourt.
crisis of the
Mrs. Holmes Dunn; Issue and notified local authorities that Tenn. She is expected to return
Ryan Milk Company, Edmond decade,
After the close of the pre- urban, Harris Grove, Coldwat- proving its worth and more
died today at the height
Concerns, Mrs. Max Hurt; Fam- Beane has signed a waiver for home on Friday.
Gamble, driver, no inspection
sent trial, the Circuit Court er, Lynn Grove, New Provid- young people are finding out ily
of a new Arab-Israeli confrontaLife, Mrs N. P. Cavitt.
extradition and Deputy Sheriff
sticker, entered plea of guilty,
session will be completed for ence, and South Pleasant Grove. about. it - so we expect it to
tion. He was 73.
These leaders returned and Gene Parker left for Chicago
fined
EOM
costs
$4.50.
FINED
PADUCA
IN
H
Area
leaders
this term tif-e6urt which openare teaching this grow."
Al Fatah Arab commandoes
held a county wide meeting on to bring Beane back to CelloG. G. Brewer, no cab tard in claimed responsibi
lesson at Ballard, Calloway, Fulon Monday, February 3.
lity for his
Monday,
way
He
County.
added
February
unit,
entered
that
plea
guilty,
the
24
"real
of
at
catDennis
the
Wayne
Morgan
ton, Graves, Hickman, McCrackof
death but the premier's -attendFirst
United
alyst"
was
fined
$19.00
Methodist
the
news
costs
$4.50.
that
the
Murray
Church
Route
One
was fined
en, and Marshall.
ing physician attributed it to a
FINED IN MATS1111.D,
Beane was serving a sentefice $28.50 including costs for speedin Murray. The following chairJ. H. Bayer, reckless driving, heart attack,
Almo, East Hazel, Pottertovrn, upper -six- grades of the UniEshkol's third in
man attended: Foods, Mrs. Ber- for child desertion at the time ing
versity
School
entered
in
plea
Murray
guilty,
of
fined
will
in
McCracken
County
three years.
Ronald L. Danner of Murray and North Murray Clubs will be phased out over the
escaped
he
nie
from
county
the
jail
Boyd,
Mrs.
$15.00
costs
$4.50.
Winnie
Court
next
Flueue,
this week, according to
The cabinet met three hours
Route One was fined $10.00 and be studying "Selection of House- two years, leaving Tilghman and Grace Covey, Mrs.
R. A. Kotter, speeding,Anter- and
Joseph Mil- here, according to local law of- the report published in a Pa15 minutes after his death
costs on charges of reckless hold Cleaning Supplies-Home Madisonville High School as the ler. Mrs. Ruth Eversmeye
ficials.
guilty,
plea
ed
of
fined $25.00 and named Deputy
ducah newspaper.
r, Mrs.
Premier Yidriving in the Mayfield City Management" at their meetings. only secondary schools in
Clifton
costs $4.50.
Jones and Mrs. Jim All
We..
gal Alton as interim premier,
Court over the weekend, ac- This training will be given at
britten; Cultural Development,
Whitnell Standard Oil, RichCarlisle County on March 4.
pending recommendations by
cording to the report publish.
on Back Pogo)
Mrs. B. .1. Hoffman, Mrs. Alard K. Orr, driver, no inspectEshkol's Mapai party on a per1d in the Mayfield Messenger.
fred Taylor, Mrs. Lloyd Can.
ion sticker, fined $10.00 costs manent
successor. •
ter, Mrs. Billy Smith, Mrs. Jam$4.50..
The Al Fatah claim, reportea
IN HOSPITAL
es Pritchett, Mrs. Dewey GroR. A. Alekander, reckless from
Damascus, referred to the
gan, Mrs. James C: Hutson and
driving, entered plea of guilty,
Arabs' Monday night shelling
Cy Miller of Hazel will enter
-Mrs. Bessie Colson; Home Man
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
of Eshkol's rural home at Dea Paducah Hospital this afteragement, Mrs. Sylvia Puckett,
J. S. DeMyer, speeding, en- ganiah,
at least five, in the laL t in
near the Sea of Galilee
By JOAN SWEENEY
noon for an operation ThursVelma Hendon, Lola Fisk, Mrs.
tered
plea
guilty,
of
fined
a series of rainstorms that
in the Jordan Valley.
day morning. He is suffering
Alice Miller. Mrs. Dennis Boyd. LoS ANGELES (UPI) - A
costs
$20.00
$4.50.
brought death and destruction
The Arabs said they shelled
from a calcium deposit in the
Home Furnishings - Hous 20-ton wall of mud buried alive
K G. Gillihan, disregarding the home
to Southern California.
because of intelliglower leg which apparently reing, Mrs. J. A. Outland, Mrs. 17 storm refugees seeking
stop sign, entered plea of guilAbout 12,500 persons were
ence reports that Eshkol was
Gedric
ty, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
Paschall, Mn. Charlie shelter in a fire station, killing temporari
stilted from a break which octhere at the time. The Israeli
ly homeless today and
Crawford, Mrs. Martha HausJ. T. Stephen, reckless driv- governme
urred some time ago.
helicopter crews were evacuatnt said he had been
den. Mrs. Martha Kemp, Mrs.
ing, entered plea of guilty, fining thousands more stranded by
in Jerusalem during the shellTrucille Kemp and Mrs. 0. .1.
$25.00
ed
costs
$4.50.
floodwaters.
ing.
Jennings; Issue and Concerns,
L. H. Evans, driving while InAt least nine deaths were
"His death came today to
Mrs. Harold Srnotherman, Mrs.
toxicated, blood test being posiblamed on the killer mudslides,
confirm the truth of our inRobert Hendon, Mrs. Robert
tive,
fined
$145.50
costs
$4.50.
Ronald Jones, son of Mr. and including a family of four trapformation," said a spokesman
Unbind Trees Intereatlesisi
Boitnott, Mrs. Christine Rhodes, Mrs. Milton
Jones of Waldrop ped when a hillside collapsed
for the Al Fatah group in DadiNNEMMIMMII
Mrs. Alfred Taylor and Mrs. Drive, Murray,
'Sr
recently return- and crushed their two-story
mascus.
by United Press International
Tommy Miller; Family Llfe ed from Miami,
Fla., after at- home.
"Al Fatah boasting," replied
. Partly cloudy to cloudy toMrs. Earnest Madrey, Mrs. J tending the
Burnside-Ott AviatHundreds of homes slid down
a spokesman for the Israeli forday through Thursday. High toA. Outland and Mrs. Barbara ion Training
Center.
hillsides made soggy by a
eign ministry. "It is the most
day 40s east to low flOs west.
Rose; Clothing, Martha Arm- While
there he received his month and a half of rain durridiculous and infantile of the
:Low tonight near 30 east to
strong, Lottie Gibson, Lauri instrument and
Fatah's one thousand one nights
multi-enginer ing Southern California's worst
upper 30s west. A little warmThe
twenty-fir
st
accident
reReeder and Lucille Hart.
license and his flight instruct- winter in 85 years. Clearing port for
Thursday.
the month of February fairy tales."
These in turn will work with or and grand instructor ratings. weather was forecast for toin the city of Murray was filed
their club members on program' Jones has taken a' Position night.'
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m 354.4,
Tuesday at 4:05 p.m by the
planning.
with the Paris Airways as chief
At Santa Paula in Ventura Murray Police Departmen
up 0.1; below dam 305.8, down
eV
t. No
pilot and head of the VA pilot County. 5.000 persons - about injuries
1.1.
were reported.
--school where he teaches private,
Several Murrayans won minCan
/Tim. OM),sip
were a 1984
(Continued on Bock Pogo)
commercial, multi-engine, in0.1; below dam 317.4, down
Chevrolet two door driven by ors in the 1969 Mid-States Craft
strument, and flight instructor
0.4.
Charles Randall Fuller of Pa- Exhibition held recently.
Courses.
Mrs. Emily Wolfson won an
Sunrise 8:33; sunset 5:48.
ducah, and a 1967 Ford ThundThe Murray Methodist Youth
Moon set 3:31.
erbird, rental from Parker honorable mention in textiles
•
Fellowship
Sub-District
will
Ford, Inc., driven by Peggy with a three-layered hanging,
meet Thursday, February 27, at
FIVLOAT FORECAST
Lee Carr, South 18th Street, a weaving. Harold R. Langland
seven p m at the First United
won honorable mention for meMrs. Edna Dancy of Kirtsey, Murray.
LOUISVILLE, ky:
--Methodist' Church. Murray.
wife of Rev. Charles Dancy.
The flve-day Kentucky weather
Police said the Ford pulled talwork, a chess set and board,
All members are urged to atand a chess set in gold and
The training course on "Ba- minister of the Kirksey United from Story Avenue into
outlook. Thursday through MonU. S.
tend
rhodium plated metalwork.
sics For Teaching In The Methodist Church, was injured Highway 641 South.
day
Fuller.
goTAKING A BREAK - John McKee, a
Bobby R. Falwell won honorChurch" continues each Thurs- in an automobile accident on ing north on 641, skidded
Temperatures will average 4
freshman flute
HOSPITAL PATIENT
21
and piccolo player from Murray High
day at seven p.m. in the lib- Tuesday.
to 8 degrees above the normal
feet before hitting the Ford, ac• able mention with a cherry
School, takes time out
for a refresher during a rehearsal
rary Of the First Christian
wood cabinet and a red oak
The Kirk.sey woman was ad- cording to the police
43-80 highs and 2147 lows.
of the Purchase Area
report.
James P. (Sam) Paschall is
Youth Symphony Orchestra at Murray
stool.
Church.
mitted to the Murray-Calloway
Rainfall will average a half
State University. The
Damage
to
the
Chevrolet
a
was
patient
at
the Western Baporchestra, formed last fall, Is the only youth
Pap. Miller is the leader for County I4ospital Tueittay at 1:15 on the front grill
Fred Reaves won honorable
eli to an inch mostly during
symphony yet
and fender,
tist Hospital, Paducah. He,is in,.jhe
Pe be organised at a Kentucky regional
mention for a sterling ring and
study, The class is open to p. m. for observation. She suf- and to the Ford on
university.
weekend.
the left
Room 215.
fered abrasions in the accident. front
Fred Shepard liar a triple tierany taterested person.
door and fender.
•
ed jar in the ceramics division •.

Moose Lodge Gets
Special Thanks
For Games Donated

Youth Symphony Orchestra
Is A First At Murrray State

TRIANGLE
ESTAURANT

10* Per Copy

Rites Held Today
Mrs. Etherton's
For Mrs. Wilkinson Father Succumbs
In Naples, Fla.

Eighteen Persons
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

Thursday
p.m. to HI p.m.

(ST BEEF DINNER
Slaw
• Homemade Rolls
Fresh Coconut Pie

$1.00
Hazel Highway
•

''••:
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AC

Homemakers Clubs
Grady Wesson Have
Three Lessons
For
Month
of March
Given $2900
IJud ulient

Lenten Service At
Lutheran Church

Training Meeting
Held For County
Leaders Monday

Escaped Prisoner
Arrested; Being
Returned to Murray

Premier Of
Israel Dies
This Morning

Destruction Rampant In
Rain Gorged California

c

Ronald Jones Back
From Flight School

RATHER REPORT

Traffic Accident
Reported; 21st
For February

iDS.

Murrayans Win
Honors At Exhibit

Youth Fellowship
To Meet Thursday

4i

St.

r

Mrs. Edna Dancy
Injure
d Tuesday
Training Course At
Christian Church
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Robert Miller To
Speak At Banquet

Trains To Planes

•

The first rapid traasit system
in the U.S. to connect a city airport and downtown opened in
November, 11188, to speed Cleveland airline passengers to Hopkins international Airport. The
new, nickel stainless steek
sheathed cars make the trip 13
half the time it takes by car.

JAMMI C. WILLIAMS. PVIIILLSRER
The Mayfield-Graves Calmly
We reldiree Use right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor, Chamber of Commerce
IDDel POWS Voice items which, in au optnatin. are not for the
nourieed today that Robert°. MilWens& ef our readers.
ler, Calloway County Attorney,
onelAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1508 Mau-ray, Kentucky will be the featured
speaker at the annual banAve, Memphis. Tenn.; Time 1 Life Bldg.. New Tort, N.Y,
quet roasting. The annual meetBldg.. Detroit, Mich.
ing is scheduled to be held M the
Entered at the Post Calm Murray. Kentucky, for transmission as Holiday Inn, 6:20 p.m. Mondky,
March 10. It will be a joint enSecond Class Matter
deavor with the Mewls, Lions.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: Bp Carrier to Murmy, per week fac, per Optimist and Weary Clubs.
month SLUE in Calloway and adjoining counties. per year. MAO;
The featured speaker, Robert
Zones 1 Et 1. $1100, Elsewhere $13.00 All service sullisciiptiossibM.00. 0. Miller was born in Hazel.
Kentucky
and grackostod from
"Taw Ontrassidlog Cteis Asset et•Cemenemele la the
Murray State University and the
Integrity .1 5. Newspaper"
of Louisville School

IEE

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

SAN FRANCIS(X) — Dante Andreotti, chief of .7u Ice Department's Municipal Services Section, discussing
breakdown in communication between police and Negroes and young people:
'The police are there to keep things the way they
are and there are many people in this country who don't
want things as they are."

ddr""

He has been active in civic

Automobile
Is Difficult
To Identify

ROBERT

MILLER

AREA 4-H CHAMPIONS — Senior 4-H club
members were given ribbons and awards at.
meeting in Murray Saturday night. These
4-Wars were champions and will represent the
Purchase Area In the stat• contest at
Lexington next week. Pictured (1-0 front.
lannette Jarrett, Lyn Dunn,Charles Quinton,
Ralph Fitzpatrick. 2nd row, Teresa Turner,

Clair Eversineyer, Karen Alexander, Kathy
Stubblefield, Kathy Miller. 3rd row, Gordon
Samples, Charlotte Abernathy, Debby
Quinton, Judy Kelso. 4th row, Sheila
Duncan and Patricia Harrison. 5th row, Tom
Mayer, Tommy Scruggs, Mary Lou Elrod and
Henry Finch.
photo by Graham Wilkins

affairs of the community. He
has been a school teacher and
served as prbvciml and superintendent of schools In Missouri. Is the wood siding on your
He saw duty overseas during WW home mildewed? The NaUonal
Paint. Varnish and Lacquer
Association suggests that you
Miller was Cal..way County At- 100 k
torney 1954-1962, County Judge paints. into mildew - resistant
BONN — President Nixon, telling Germans of the
Chemicals
three "fundamental commitments" that must be kept: FRANKFORT—For the Kentuc- 1962-1966 and is wow serving an- paints help retard in these
Purchase area 4-H'ers in the
the growth
County Attorney.
"The commitment of your nation and mine to the ky State Police,identification and other term as
of mildew. Preps the surface senior division were given
recovery
of
stolen
outstanding
smaller
is
an
He
cars
is
far
ultimate reunification of Germany—that cannot change.
property by washing down the awards at an Achievement meetfrom being an unusual part o and is in great demand as a pub- mildewed places
ing in Murray Saturday night.
And the commitment of your nation and mine no the
lic speaker. His talk will be en- ing. Rinse withbefore repaint- Gordon Simples, President of
the daily routine.
water.
When
common defense — that cannot change. The committertaining, challenging, and in- the
surface is dry, you'll be the Area 4-H Junior Council prespirational.
ment of your nation and mine to the common defense—
sided. Dr. Harry Sparks, Presiready to paint.
But
for
Trooper
James
VetG.
that cannot change."
dent of Murray State University,
Reservations should be made
neat, assigned to KSP Post 4 at
gave greetings and welcomed thr
with the Chamber office,
Elizabethtown . one such recov4-H'ers to Murray.
1.013 ANGELICS — Grant B. Cooper, defense attornvj ery and identification
One
way
to
get
vitamin
D
is
was anyAwards were given out by Mr.
from sunlight. Another way is Elvis Bugg,
for Sirhan B. Sirhan, commenting on his client's request thing but routine.
Area Council Presby drinking milk with vitamin ident, and Mr. Ernest Madrey,
to plead guilty to the murder of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy
D added to it.
Area
4-H
Council
Instead of completing his trial:
Vice-President.
Investigating a recent report
They awarded championship _rib"He is like a man in a hospitzl who trUs his doctors& from the Bullitt County Sheriff's by United Press Internetienel
bons to winners and ribbons to
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 26. Beef voiles in quality
he wants to leave when they know he cannot possibly do Office of a stripped automobile
more others. Champion records will
no a country road. Trooper Yalta- the 57th day of 1989 with $08 than any other kind of meat. compete in the state contest in
so."
to follow.
sat found more than he had barThe moon is between iU first
NEW YORK — Fireman Martin Cuniff, describing gained for. The car had been quarter and full phase.
111161111tati k,
finding a pile of bodies jani.lied against a door on the completely dismantled and the
The morning stars are Merpieces
scattered
over
a
10-acre
third floor of a burning b..ilding:
cury, Mars and Jupiter.
"I just grabbed the_r off the top. Some were alive area.
The evening stars are Venus
and moaning, and some were dead."
Although none of the widely and Saturn.
On this day in history:
scattered partZ revealed an idenIn 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte
tification number which would
and 1,200 men filed from Elba ,
aid in establishing the car's ow- to start a second conquest
of
nership, one tender with tail- France.
light lens still intact led Velusat
In 1870, New Tort City's
to the conclusion that the car had first subway line was opened
They that watt upon the Lord shall renew their been a red, 1969 Mustang.
to the public with a fare of 35
strength; they shall mount up with wings as eagles;
cents.
441.0144
Recalling
an
automobile
of
that
they shall run, and not be weary; and they shall walk,
In 1919, Congress established
description had been reported st- Grand Canyon National
and not faint —Isaiah 41:31.
Park
olen by Leonard L. Armstrong
In 1935, Germany began operStrength comes to those who wait on the Lord in of
Route 1 at Lebanon Junction, ation of its Air Force under
prayer and the study of His Word.
Veluzat continued sifting parts Reichmarshal Hermann Goerand pieces in the hope allocating ing.
something which would help to
A thought for the day —
make a positive identification. Ralph Waldo Emerson said.
His perserverance paid off when "The reward of a thing well
he
finally
found the trunk lock, done is to have done it"
LEDGER•?DEES FILE
t '
4
?
still in one piece.
A trip to Lebanon Junction
:4116`
Notification went out this week from J-0 Chemists followed with Mrs. Armstrong
Stow Growers
here in Murray to their customers. over the nation that providing the missing link needed
A future source of nickel may
effective March 1 of this year their adhesive division to prove the dismantled car bad, be metallic nodules found on the
in
fact,
belonged
to
her husband— ocean floor. From the size of a
will begin full operations in the Murray plant.
key which fit the trunk lock pinhead to more than a foot in
The Murray Lions Club will sponsor a basketball
found
by Veluzat.
diameter, these nodules are milgame between the team of Goose Tatum and the Murray
State Police report investigat- lions of years old and grow at
Knights on April 13.
is continuing to identify per- the rate of four millimeters each
MIAs Sheila McCuiston, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ms responsible
for the theft. million years.
Charles idcCuiston, celebrated her third birthday with
a party recently at her home on Olive Street.
Alpha Sigma Alpha Alumni officers are Mrs. John
Davis, Mrs. Chuck Simons, Mrs. Joe Dick, Mrs. Joe Ryan
Cooper, and Miss Betty Lou HUI.
WSM—TV
WLAC—TV
WSIX—TV
Clime, 4
ClamedS
Clumerel g
WEDNESDAY EVE WING.PROGRAMS

Purchase Area 4-H
Members Win Awards
At Achievement Meet

Alnian•c

Lexington in March. Champions
from Graves County were: Patsy
Harrison, Food Preservation;
Marshall Galloway,Junior Leadership; and Sheila Duncan, Achievement
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Corporation and
Cooperative
Jackson Purchase Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation upon:
iored the program including a
oluiquet for 4-Wers and leaders.
After the program everyone attended Campus Lights.

i

is

WARLIKE IMAGE
JERUSALEM UPT---A prOminent member of Israel's parliament blamed Foreign Minister Abbe
Eban Thursday night for what he
termed Israel's warlike image
abroad. Rightwing member Arieh
Ben Ellezer also said Israeli
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan
"does a lot of damage . .
because the world at least takes
him seriously."
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE

20 Years Ago-Today
LEDGER•Tom Mt

Frederick H Outer. age PO, died February 24 at his
home on Farmington Route Two.
Harry I. Medd, chairman of the Happy Valley District of the Boy Scouts of America, was accorded one of
the highest honors which can come to s. scout executive
when the Silver Beaver Award was presented to him.
Rev. Samuel McKee who spent about fifteen years
In China as a missionary of the Presbyterian Church,
spoke at the meeting of the Rotary Club. He is now
pastor of the College Presbyterian Church.
Murray officials of dr American Red Cross have
completed plans for the local drive which will begin on
March 1 and extend throughout the month, Nat Ryan
Hughes, local chairman, announced today.
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ANISE MIMS SEPARATED- Joined at UM abdomen and
ng A common liver, two Vietnamese babies lie in their
in( upators following their separation at the 34th Medical
E..icuation Hospital in Vung Tau South Vietnam snout 40
Rophoto
mites southeait of Saigon
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6:30 AM Country Junction
3:30 PM Gilligan's Island
4 PM Big Show
Ti.e Thing

L

Akira Taltarada

6,10 PM News,Weather,Sports
10:30 PM Perry Mason
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z-6 p.m., Co. 4 it happened today, ytle am it TONIGH11
from the PROFESSIONAL - JUD COLLINS, AL VCCCICS,
BOB OLSEN,and PAUL EEL'S.
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BERKELEY AGAIN, WITH TEAR Gat- -A University of California demonstrator hurls back a tear gas cannister thrown by
police to break up violentc at Berkeley. and a female demonstrator swings her umbrella at a California highway
patrolman in Sproul Plaza on the college campus.
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Trains To Planes

TEE LEDGER

The tint rapid transit system
i the U.S. to connect•city airort and downtown opened in
iovember, 11168, to speed Cleveind airline passengers to Hopins International Airport. The
ew, nickel stainless steqk
needled cars make the trip IR
alf the time it takes by car.
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MAY HIGH DOWNSCARDINALS 62 TO 51

:Owners,Players Make Peace;
Season TO Start On Schedule

Allen Hudspeth Leads Surge
In Last Quarter:Scott Hits 17

By VITO STELLING
UPI Sports Writer

boosted their $5.3 million offer
of last week to $5,45 million and
•
reduced the qualifying limit from
.,, NEW YCRK UPI - Baseball five to four years. That reduction
Wired out of the conference roo- will currently affect 78 players,
MS and onto the playing fields including Satchel Paige, who was
I
Bowiesdnr, the plazuh
ern
s put on the roster last year by Atlanta.
may never be the same after the
The players also gained severSettlement Tuesday of the pen- al fringe benefits including an eadia fund dispute.
rly retirement benefit at age 45,
"The players called off their more life insurance, a dental plfie spring training after an, more widow, maternity and
a compromise three disability benefits and a modified
WI Settlement with the owners severance plan.
ilat featured a $5.45 million
The players also prevented
yearly contribution to the pal- the owners from cutting out their
ates And by the owners and a claim to a percentage of the TV
redaction in the qualifying limit revenue. The issue was by passed
from rive to tour years.
and no attempt was made to deThe negotiations produced the fine the players' right to it. The
settlement when the owners, who matter now stands the same way
originally offered $5.1 million, it did in the old contract and
Miller claims the players' right
to a percentage of the TV revenue is "unimpaired and unlimited." Although no percentage was
written into the contract, the
players managed to retain about
one-third of the TV revenue. They had $4.1 million of the $12.3
million in the old pact and now
have $5.45 million of the $16.5
million in the new TV agreement.

The Murray High Tigers over- The Cardinals hit 11 of 13 from
whelmed the Mayfield Cardinals the gratis stripe for an averon the backboards with 42 re- age of 73.3%.
bounds white limiting the visit- The Murray High "B" Team
ing Redbirds to 23 last night at topped Mayfield's "B" Team
Murray High. The final score 50 to 37.
was Murray 62, Mayfield 57.
The Tigers final game of the
- The lead changed hands four regular season will be this Fri.times with two minutes and day night at Fulton County.
,twenty-three seconds to go in
,the game. Allan Hudspeth, a Murray High
13 33 42-62
6-1 Junior, kept the Tiger hopes Mayfield
14 30 40-57
alive by scoring 6 of his total
Murray High (62)- Scott 17,
of 12 points in the last minute Hudspeth 12, Taylor 12, Lamb
and fifty-six seconds of the 11, Gish 9, Crites 1.
game.
Mayfield (57) - Ford 19,
The game was a see-saw bat- Fowler 12, Pittman 11, Fisher
tle all night long as the lead 9, Walker 6, Qualk.
changed hands 13 times in the
first half. Murray High led at
the end of every quarter but the
first but the Tigers did not go
Into the lead to stay until late
In the fourth frame. Mayfield's
'Largest lead in the game was a
three point advantage in the
second period.
Pacing the Tigers scoring attack was Albert Scott with 17
points followed by Gary Tay- By United Press International
lor and Hudspeth with 12 aDan Issel's 35 points enabled
piece, and Pat Lamb with 11.
Game scoring honors went to Kentucky'tocontinue its uncheckMayfield's Freshman guard, Joe ed race to the Southeastern ConFord, who pumped in ID points ference title Monday night when
for the Cardinals. Also hitting the Wildcats 'defeated Alabama
Marvin J. Miller, executive
From Joe Tom Erwin
in double figures for Mayfield 108-79 at Lexington.
director of the Players AssociaThe sixth-ranked Wildcats outwere David Fowler with 12
tion, said Kuhn's action was "inpoints, followed by Van Pitman scored the Crimson Tide 12-0 to
The
strument
al" in paving the way for
take „a commanding 25-8 lead
with 11:
Murray State track team, second
Albert Scott (30) of Murray High was high
over Van
The Tigers had trouble find- with 11:10 left in the first half.
Is a four teem meet at Miami of a settlement.
Pitman's head when he made this shot in the
Tiger- ing their range as they hit on- Kentucky never was challenged Thg Cardinal's Van Pitman (31) is stretching as far
Ohio last Saturday, will be out of . He
said he was "happy" with Cardinal clash last night. Mayfield's Scott Qualk (45) ly 24 of 68
field goal attempts but saw its lead dwindle, some- as he can to block this shot by Allan Hudspeth (52).
adios until the Obio State Invitat- the
settlement but said the play- looks amazed at Seott's ability to get off the floor.
for an average of 28.3 per cent what, as coach Adolph Ruppocall- Pitman failed to inalts„his block and Hudspeth dropped
11114, May 8.
ers'lave considerably" and that
while the Cardrnals hit 23 of ed on his reserves.
the ball through the basket for two Of the twelve points
Meal won Saturday's meet ad- "somsith
Staff Photo by Gene MeCutabooa
ing better could have co61 attempts for an average of
Kentucky is now 14-1 in the he scored for Murray High last night.
di 65% 'gluts to Murray's 60, me out
of it if we had been given •
377
per cent.
SEC and must only win two of
44emphis State's 341/2, and Tenn- somethin
g close to unanimouf
Staff Photo by Gene McCuteheon
Murray High held the advant- its last three games to clinch
essee Tech's 27.
support."
age from the free throw line the title, barring a loss by
s Murray had four first place
Tenn- minutes."
by hitting 14 of 17 gift shots essee. The
winners-Bob Hargroves in the
Volunteers remained
A scoring match between Th- half, but Thomas More led at the
The players originally asked
for
an
82.4
per
cent
average
numerica
Islak aemp, LeRoy McGinnis in
lly alive in the SEC race omas
More's John Wenderfer half 45-41 and controlled the game
for $6.5 million and bad scaled
by ripping LSU Monday night 87the gun.
the Weer, Tommy Turner in
and
Ken
Rump paced the Coving- to
63.
In other action Monday night,
the GOD, and the Mile relay of down their demands to $5.9 milLOSES RACE
ton
team
to
101-75
a
victory
over
Alabama, 1-14 in the SEC, was
Transylvania topped Middle TeLarry Coleman, Al Hicks, Mc- lion and he admitted the defecCedarville of Ohio, thus ending
tions had hurt the players' cause.
paced by Tommy Suitts' 21 points.
nnessee 78-64 and Eastern MichGinnis and Turner.
regular
the
season
for
Rebels
the
Kentucky High School
igan nipped Kentucky State 91-89.
SAN JUAN, P. R. UPI - Girl In a post game interview, Rupp on a winning note.
Second place finishers for the
Most of the player representaBasketball Rtesults
In tonight's Kentucky college -sjockey Diane Crump, riding Scot said, "I don't believe you will ev.Racers were Doug Morris in the tives
Wenderfer scored a game high
from the 24 clubs were on
By United Press international Blue lost by
er find a more brilliantly played
ection, Bellar mine travels to Che vault, Tim Sparks in the hand at the
two
lengths
in
a
30
points
and Rump fired in 29.
meeting with Miller
GRAND JUNCTION, Tenn. UPI
icago where the Knights wilt take
'match race Sunday against Car- first half than we did tonight." High for Cedarvil
t, Darrell Remote in the mile, and John
le was Bruce
Gaherin, the owners' - Four dogs were slated
to tackle Murray 62-Mayfield 57
on major college foe DePaul.
Surlier in the quarter, Ed Smith representative,
los Lopez, aboard Double Broom, Asked about the reserves, Ru- McDonald who scored
29.
to give their re- the Ames Plantation course tOday Christian Co. 72-Cldwll Co. 55
but Miss Crump Was smothered pp said, "They didn't impress me
the 50-yard highs and 50-yard commendation to
The win gave Thomas More Bellarmine has an 18-4 season
the settlement. in the ninth day of competition Ballard Mem, 77-Frmngton 42
card and reportedly is being conwith kisses and cheered by the a great deal. You might as well a season log of 11-13, with
Iggps, and Eddie Hearne in the
Cedarfor the National Bird Dog Cham- Hopkinsville 80-Russellville 57 women present at El
face the facts; I never thought we ville
sidered for an NCAA small collei dash.
Comanda
nnow
15-10
overall.
game
The
Carlisle Co. 110-Wingo 38
•pionship Field Trials.
would get through those last three was
ts Race Track.
d places were won by Motied five times in the first ge tourney bid.
Flaming Star and Corinth Wa- 1-owes 90-Fulton Co. 73
Gawk in the 50-yard dash, and
rrior were paired in the morn- Trigg Co. 72-Providence 55
Mantle in the two-mile. Hicks
ing round while Jorwick's Dixie- N. Marshall 60-Heath 56
IMO berth in the 1000 yard run,
crat was matched with California Fredonia 103-Dawson Sprgs 67
Gaver Fullerton fourth in the
St. Mary's 71-Fulton 65
Sammy in the afternoon.
11e, Raidy Smith fifth in
Red Walter Rea, a Mississippi
50-yard dedi and Gary LtdKentucky ooilege
pointer, owned by E. B. Alexand.,* fifth in a•two-mile.
Basketball Results
er
and
W.
T.
Pruitt
of
Jackson,
Participate Ian not permitturned in probably the finest per- DePaul 85-Bellarmine 75
ted ID
apnoea oe Miami's informance of the stake Tuesday.
door Tartan track,so the Racers'
Handled by Hoyle Eaton of
times Ind distances were not as
RECORD MONEY'
good as in previous meets this
NEW YORK VD - The Unit- Booneville, who guided Riggins
season.
ed Press Internatianal small col- White Knight to the championship
MADISON, Wis. ont - The
Only Morris, who vaulted 14-6, lege basketball ratings with first last year, Rex pointed eight timturned in his best performance place votes and won-lost records es. His first !Ind was 22 minutes American Bowling Congress
after breakaway and the last with (ABC) tournament, a 79-day 11f.
in parentheses, 12th week:
the year.
less than 20 minutes remaining fair, begins today with a reTINTS
Points
1. Ashland
(2) (23-1) 304 in the three-hour SlitSsiOn. Hapol- cord $658,499 in prize money.
2. Fairmont St. (4) (25-1) 234 nted at the edge of pines, then tr- Some 32,000 bowlers from 49
3. Ky. Weslyn (1) (184) 203 ailed the birds through timber states and eight foreign coun4. Nev. Las Veg (2) (18-) 194 more than 200 yards beforepinn- tries are expected to participate
in the 66th annual tourney.
5. So-west Mo. (2) (17-4) 147 ing them.
6. So.-west La (1) (186) 135
Six Calloway County men trav- lacked the style of Rex.
7. Alcorn Ada!
(22-0) 117
8. Cheyney St.
(22-2 116 eled to Grand Junction yesterday
The afternoon session featured
9. S. F. Austin
(72-3) 93 to watch Red Walter Rex in Paladin's Royal Flush and Miss
10. Central St.
Zing), new Jackets that are
(17-5) 82 the field trials. Attending were Dolly Wh4te.
11. Puget Sound
(22-2) 54 Charles McReynolds, Ferrell Mfast right for cool spring
Flushed was picked up by Hand12.
Hossod. Payne (2) (24-3) 49 iller, Gordon Crouch,
United Press International
Fleetwood ler John Rex Gates of Leesburg,
thrim
13. Gannon
(19-5 25 Crouch, John Ed Johnson, and Ga., after four unproductives in
Front-runner Louisville, sh- 14 Oglethorpe
(18-3) 20 Harold McReynolds. Several pe- the first hour.
for its third straight His- 15. American Int.
(15-3 19 ople in Calloway County own
Miss Dolly White, owned by
Valley Conference basket- 16. Eastern N. M. (1) (15-6) 18 sons of Red Walter Rex.
Memphis camera store owner
title tonight at Freedom 17. So. Dakota St. (17-4) 16
Bob Wallace and handled by Lee
18. Linfield
Rex was braced with Mike's
all.
13
Hoffman of LaGrange, ran stead19.
Indiana
Home
Pa.
Again,
owned and handled ily for
(21-1)
The Ilth ranked Cardinals, now
9
three hours, turning in a
20.
DePauw
by
Dr. W, H. McCall of Ashville,
(14-8
1-2 in the 14VC, barely slid past
8
pair of excellent finds in the finN. C. Mike had four finds but
e Billikens, 81-80 in double
al two hours.
Illooded of MI% Dwane.
vertime, at their last encountPA:wow sod 11/114 Como
on St. Louis' home court.
. Louisville currently holds a
...jinni half-game edge over second
Men's Slum
-?place Drake, 11-3. Tulsa is third
"tk-X1
In the conference with a 10-3
record.
t
, Kentucky Wesleyan, which drSays' Sixes
pped to third place lathe nationwe Is
small college rankings this
A
eek, faces Southern Illinois on
e Owensboro Sports center coo73p4•••• *AM VIA noo&o. shore= and
,

=if

DAN ISSEL LEADS
UK OVER 'BAMA

4VISU Track
Team Comes •
In Second

starring

Britt Ekland
Jason Robards

Six Local
Men Attend
Field Trials
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you see it, you'!
.e'Romeo &Julie
did before!"-LIF
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MEN'S, BOYS' JACKETS
SWING

-t
L'ville Goes
Fqf MVCTitle

Men's and Boys'
PERMANENT PRESS
UNLINED JACKETS

$795

$695
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late Panthers, defending NCAA
ollege Division champions, wee replaced in the national retina by Fairmont State of West Virbile, which advanced to second
Lace, and Ashland of Ohio, holdr of the top spot the past two
eeks.
f Wesleyan held the No. 1 positfor 10 consecutive weeks th-

l
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in other Kentucky college cage
ction tonight, Morehead travels
o Dayton for a nonconference
me and Bellarmise is at the
niversity of Wisconsin at Milukee.
Bellarmine's Knights were degated by DePaul at Chicago 85in the state's lone gime Teesy night.
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MEN'S HEAVY WEIGHT POPLIN

Permanent Press Jackets
IsS% Dacron' Polyester - 35% Cotters
with Silicone Water Repelloot finish

HORSES are not always needed to
follow the National Bird Do9 Championship action on the Ames Plantation at

Grand Junction. These field trial fans
yard • jeari and saw • lot of the fire race
registered by Red Wafer Res yesterday.
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Miss Constance Marie Clark Is Married
To Robert Joseph Norswor*,in Lovely! Mrs:J. B. Burkeen
Formal Wedding At St. Paid's Church

•

•

TIMMS
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MURRAY, MIINTUCZY
ow own..
Miss
these 713-1917 or 713-4941

Janet Peebles Becomes Bride Of
Mrs. W. A. Farmer
!J. Samuel Housden In Lovely Ceremony Is Program Leader
Mrs. W. A. Farmer was in
I At The First Baptist Church, Murray
of the program for the

•

charge
mission study held by the Woman's Missionary Society of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church oil
WednesdaY, February 19. a
seven o'clock in the evening. .

"Reclamation In Jesus' Name"
was the theme of the program
given by Mrs. Farmer, Mrs. Al
ton Fuikerson and Mn. Puttom Lassiter.

Burton-Thomas Engagement
Wednesday, Po/weary 16
The Newcomers Club Bridge
make will be had at the Mbday Inn at 7:30 p. m. with
Gayle Signor as hostess.
•••
The Musk and Swag Cab
tests, including the Art Co.teat &Olen will be had by
the Many Woeson's Club at
the ebb house at 7:210 p.m. A
receptive will follow in the
basemest at the club bans.
The public is invited to attest
= •••
The Murray Neighborhood
Girl Scout Association will meet
at the Scout Cabin at nine a.m.
'so
ThendaY, Pebewers V
The Carter Elementary School PTA will meet at the school
at 2:30 p. m. with Miss Rubio
Smith as guest spedusr.
•••
The first practice session of
the Red Cross Bose Nursing
course will be held at the MarrayZalloway County Library at
seven p. ra.
•••
•
The Magazine Club will have
a loathe= at the
Club Roam at one p.m Itro.
UMW! Sledd, foreign sissieswill meek ea solegerien
Women".
•••
71w Zbeb Detkarboatt el the
Kerrey Woman's Club will
most at the club house at 7:
p.m with Mrs. Billie Downing
Is the swims. Boatmen will
be Mesdames Purim Outland,
Gaylord Forrest, Heron West,
Donald Crawford, Max Bea*
end Lie Vivian HAIL

The call to prayer was by
Mrs. Luther Hendon and the
closing prayer was led by Mrs.
Iasi Lee.
Others present were Reset Keys Heel, Mason ThoJoe McCuiston, James
ell, Glen Hale, George CosHarry Shekel], Nelson Key,
y Kelly, and Wilbur Wes-'
•••

PERSONALS
James Thomas Stone of Murray Route One has been dismissed from the Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah,

ver candelabra holding pink.
tapers and pink and whiter
mums was flanked with tiny,
MRS. J. SAMUEL elOUSCIEN
hurricane lamps. At one end of"
Miss Janet Peebles, daughter long stem pink rose with satin the table was a silver punch
'T JOSEPH NORSWORTHY
of Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Peebles streamers. The matron of honor bowl and the other end held a
of Murray, and J. Samuel carried a nosegay of pink but- four layer ivory wedding cake.
Mks Mark °mance Clark
et the groom.
Houaden, son of Mr. and Mrs. terfly roses enhanced with
After the reception the coueinghter'of Dr. sell Mrs. Jahn
The bride's mother wore for
E. 0. Housden of Murray, were streamers.
ple left for a wedding trip to
Carl Sehreek elf Birminghem. Ike wedding a royal blue floor
married on Friday, February
A miniature version of the Gatlinburg, Tenn. For traveling
leek. and the late James A. Mega dean,and the growas
ler- attendants' gowns !MS wort by the bride wore an off white en7, at four o'clock in thia
Chia01 Dembern Kick, wee mother, Mrs. Norswortby of
Man it the First Baptist the junior bridesmaid. It was a semble. Her accessories were oti,
—ia-tto Mehert Joseph Ners- Minn Saute Two, chose a
Church.
delicate pink. Her headpiece wine patent • and she wore
Mrs.
Mr.
eau
and
war*,
et
turgesbe formal dress
Dr. H. C. Chiles performed was of roses with velvet ribbon corsage of white roses from he/
Woodrow Nersererthy et Ebb
Amax those attending the
the double ring ceremony.
and she carried a long stemm- bridal bouquet.
MISS ANITA JEAN BURTON
my Meets Two.
wedding for four hundred
. The wedding vows were ex- ed dark pink rose.
Mr. and Mrs. Housden are
TIN boestifel formal wedding guests were the groom's parchanged before an altar center
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Burton, Twinsburg, Ohio, formerly of
now at home in Asheville,
IRIS seleumised at Saint Pees ents and Mr. and Mrs. Taz Copebrother
Housden,
ed with a brass candelabra and James H.
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
North Carolina.
Americas Lutheran Chink bed of Benton.
tall matching swirled candela- of the groom, attended as best
Dinner S. Parties
Demises, Niels, on Ilaineday, The groom is the ganders their daughter. Anita Jean. to Edward Anthony Thomas, son of
bra on either side of the arch man. Groomsmen were Paul . The rehearsal dinner was
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Thomas of Murray.
16, a a esedlalfght
Mrs. Nell Nersworthy ef.
held cathedral tapers. Fern Greenwell, Jeff Lineberg, Larry held on February 6 at the HoliMiss Burton is a 1968 graduate of Murray State University
settee,
urray and the late Dade
trees and leather leaf arrange- Arnett, John Hunter, and Jack day Inn with the groom's parFor the ceremony the bride Nonworthy of Kirksey, and of where she received a Bachelor of Science degree in Office Manments were in the background. Peebles, brother of the bride. ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. 0. HousSparks,
•••
wore a white main town with Mrs. G. W. Copeland and the agement. She is presently employed by Dr. Harry
A large brass urn filled with Ushers were Jim DeMyer and den, as hosts.
President.
Murray
State
University.
r
ad
=
he
an empire
Priem robewary 30
late Mr. Copeland of Calloway
white roses complemented the Gary Lamb, cousin of the
Mr Thomas. also a 1968 graduate of Murray State UniverPrenuptial parties for t h alk
miler et • whia
The
University
Couple( baptistry and setting of the cere- groom.
received
sity.
of
his
Science
Bachelor
Adminin
Business
Degree
bride included a househol,
abeam lare and petal amp& Biallosiring the ceremony the
Club
will
Bridge
meet
at
sister7:31
Housden,
Debbie
Mrs.
mony. The family pews ware
qua Milidsing bee awl peed
on for Mx hundred guests istration He is employed as Senior Programmer in the C
pa. at the Student Unice marked with cathedral tapers, in-law of the groom, kept the shower given by Mrs. Gene
Center on the campus of Murray State.
)inputer
KOK= berderid the SIM seenheld at the Whittier Hotel.
Building. Members and facul- white satin ribbon, and green- guest register on a round table Hendon, Mrs. James Lamb, and
Miss Burton's grandparents are Mr. and Mn Bert Garland.
Mrs. James Housden: a tea givbeg& skirt. ger eathedral The couple lett later for a
ty and staff are invited.
covered with a gold cloth. The en by her sister, Mrs. Bruce
ery.
bag* media was et 'ails
trip to Eleuthera in Eirksey Bei& ,Two, and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Vickery, Paris, Tan- 7433-7783 for reservations.
Mrs. John Banker, organist, table held a brass candlestick Gillespie, Miss Betty Cooper,
nin/See.
hemileeedid he. Melblissit oar the Barbados Islands. Upon
•••
and Tom Scott, vocalist, pre- and a small brass ring box and Miss Lynn Barger, a brunch
Mr Thomas' grandmother is Mrs. OnIt,Cleaver. 712 Mara amid am.
nit= they will reside on
sented the nuptial music. Mr. which held green and rose rice- given by Mrs. Jo Ann Stout of
Murray.
Court
v
ro
Anus the many atemilents
Grosse
Pointe
in
Meet
Scott sang "Because", "Song of
. ▪ *
A Ally wedding is being planned.
Metropolis, Ill.; and a personal
lir the bride was the Bower Weede. Mb.
Ruth", and "The Lord's Pray- For her daughter's wedding shower given by Misses Melise
lilies Lori Holt, grand- The new Mrs. Norsworthy is
Mrs. Peebles chose an ensemer".
as Trevathan, Linda Harris, Jo,.
thieldier of Mr. and Mrs S, G. a grotheate of the University of
ble of platinum gray watered Ann Bertram,
Bride's Dress
Mx. and Mn. Mickey Ko
and Barber/
Pest of Detroit, Mick, and cos- McNees and was affiliated
featuring
jeweled
taffeta
a
marriage
Brown.
he, 1417 Vine Street, are the The bride, given in
•
with CM Omega sorority. Mr.
three-quarter
and
neckline
parents of a son, Micheal Shay, by her father, wore a formal
Out of town guests for the
armrest* is an alumnus of
platinum
a
She
sleeves.
wore
weighing six pounds 13% °un- gown of ivory silk organza with
wedding were Mrs. Jo Ann
Ferris State College where he
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger. Jr. was net cloth. A silver
coffee ser- ites, born on Ssturday, February sprays of hand-clipped Chantil- gray hat, fashioned of tiny Stout, Mrs. Irene Moorman and
was affiliated with Lambda Chi honored with a lovely tee showvice and punch bowl highlight- St, at 4:56 p. m. at the Murray ly lace. It was fashioned with flowers, and other matching Jane Ann. Mrs. Blaine KenAlpha faternity.
er at the Murray Woman's Club ed the serving table
an oval neckline, kibuki sleev- accessories. Her corsage was of nedy and Kris, Jerry Foster,
which was Calloway County Hospital.
Rehearsal Obese
House. The recent bride is the centered by an
They have one other son, Ro- es, and a moulded empire bo- pink roses.
arrangement of
Barbara Heddon, Mrs. Emily
Mx. and Mrs. Woodrow Nors- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Phildice. Sprays of Chantilly lace Mrs. Housden, mother of the Teckenbrock, Madonna ChamMr. and Mrs Jima May malty, parents of the groom lip Saxon of 303 South lath Starburst Palms, baby's breath, bert Paul. age 2%.
groom,
gold
chose
ensemble
a
sleeves,
neckline,
the
enhanced
yellow
and
bers, Darla Chambers, Lynn Ed-#
entertained their son, 1111111114
hosts for the rehearsal Street. The groom is the son of Bakers dahlias, white stock, Grandparents are Dr.
fern and acacia in a Mts. Robert Alsup of Murray and frosted the entire bodice. of double knit. She wore a tiny wards, Mrs. Susan Gallagher,
and his friends on his le*
d at the Dearborn Mr. and Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, crystal and
mink
other
hat
matching
and
adorned
was
Her
A-silhouette
Deaiborn, Mich., on ?st- Sr., of 224 South 13th Street. Accenting silver pedestal bowl. and Mn. Lila Kondratko of De- with lace appliques extending accessories. At her shoulder Ann Speekman and Xeres.
birthday on Saturday. P'shrs
the serving area was troit, Michigan. Mn. Mae WilJohns, all of Metropolis, Ill.;
Roth are Murray State Univer a large mural
sil 21. at their borne on ANIS y. February 14.
painted by the liams of Murray is a great to the hemline and terminating was pinned a corsage of deli- Mrs. J T. Kendall, Mrs. Homer
Twenty-seven guests attended sity students.
Kees Chse.
there in delicate scallops. The cate yellow roses.
groom.
and
grandmother,
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Eibeetiesalquitpoise mi4
Swayne. Mrs. Robert Cox-, Mrs
The gracious hostesses for the
dinner with a special fee; Reception
Assisting in serving were Albert Crider, also of Murray, detachable princess train was
Joe Kendall, Mrs. Edward
action games were played.
being a birthday cake for event were Mesdames Charles Misses Brenda Feast,
paternal great uncle and secured at the back waistline Immediately following the
a
are
Sue
Faust,
climes of the prises Kam
bride-elect
L Outland, G. B. Scott, Jr., B. and Anne Schneider,
ceremony a reception was held Thompson, Robert Arnett, and
a
obi
self-fabric
under
sash
aunt
sorority
Se.
were Ilichard Miller. illiebad
C. Allbritten, Mike Petty, Nes- sisters of the
•• •
The train and sash were frost In the fellowship hall of the Larry Arnett, all from Parts
bride, and MissMurphy. asid Jog FardL
bitt Mathis, Michael Holliday, es Kathy
Tenn.
Dr. and Mrs. John A. Baker, ed in the repeated lace motif chiirch.
Moler, Neva Behn,
Individual 'hoar imp teeJeanne Willis, and Eulice Moll- Mrs. Richard
Assisting in serving were
She wore an elbow lengti
Key. Each no 104 Waldrop Drive, announce
Dress shirt sizes, printed Intaming smell fevers wme givbray.
corsages of white carnatio the birth of a daughter, Amy veil of ivory silk illusion secur Mrs. James Lamb, Mrs. Gene side the neckband, are indicatReceiving the guests with the presented to them
en to tech one peespet.
Hendon,
Mrs.
HousJames
inverted
of
Chan
H.
to
tiara
an
ed
ed by circumference of the,
Marie, weighing seven pounds
by the
heaoree were Mrs. Phillip Sex- tber of the
asbadements et birthday
nine ounces, born on Friday, tilly lace sprinkled with miniat den, 'relatives of the groom, neck and by sleeve length It'
bride.
es, mother of the bride, Mrs.
cake berm a miebters nee
Misses
She
a
Lynn
for
carried
pearls.
Edwards,
ure
Madon- the neck size needs to be
One hundred and sixty 11 February 21, at 1:30 a. m. at
track cake'with replicas ofIMO ahem Assembly No. 19 Or- Arlo Sprunger, Sr., mother of persons called or
the Murray-Calloway County mal cascade of white glamelias na Chambers, Barbara Redden, checked, measure around the
sent
race can, guard rails, flagMes. der ef the Rainbow for Girls the groom, Mrs. Scott Schloemer, during the afternoon bouts.
surrounded by tinted white but- all of Metropolis, Ill., friends of middle of the neck. allowing
Hospital.
etc., We cream nuts, and held Its regular meeting on Mater of the groom, and Mrs•••
slight ease for comfort. For
the bride.
The new father is a profes- terfly rises.
drinks were served by Mrs. Tuesday, February 18, at seven Leonard Weeks and Mrs. W. L.
The attendants of the bride The reception table was cov- sleeve length, measure from
sor in the physical education
Combs, Sr., aunts of the bride.
Haley, assisted by Mn. James o'clock in the evening at
department of Murray State Included Mrs. Patsy Gillespie, ered with a light pink cloth the center back of the neck,
the They were each
Futrell_
presented boo
sister of the bride, as matron with a pink tulle overlay. A sil- across the shoulder and over
University.
111111011181C Bet
Those attending the party Ube Mashie Keel, worthy ad- tamer' gift corsages of white
the bent elbow to the wrist.
Grandparents are Mr. and of honor, and Miss Lynn Barwere Barry Futrell, Michael visor. peeddiii and Miss Betsy carnations.
Mn. W. D. Raker of Brockport, ger as maid of honor. The
The guest register was kept
Murphy, Rodney Scott, Diehard Miley, recorder, read the minN. Y., and Mr. and Mrs. Gaal bridesmaids were Miss Tamil'
The Women's Society of Reese
Miller, Joey Futrell. Dan Crick imise. Mble Pat Evans gave a re- by Miss Stefanie Wallace who
Kennedy of Metropolis, Ill., Miss
of Waterburg. Conn.
was
presented a gift corsage of Christian Service of Martin's
Terry Cleaver, Sandra Futrldl. port en the assistance given in
•••
Betty Cooper of Memphis,
Angela Futrell. Sheri Haley, the gessut Mardi of Dimes yellow deities. The round reels- Chapel United Methodist Church
1411 Olive Blvd.
Gregory Lynn is the name Tenn., Miss Diane Watson of
tor table was draped in a white met at seven o'clock in the Amen by Mr. and Mrs.
Brad Haley, and the
PICKUP and DELIVERY —
eempsige.
Gary Marion, Miss Melissa Trevathhonredgust.
Truly Fine Cleaning
Flees were made to attend cloth and centered with a floral evening on February 18, In Beck, 1608% West Main Street, an of Murray, and Miss Becky
Meese 753-111152
an initiation at Hopkinsville on arrangement of yellow end the social hall of the church. for their son, weighing seven Stout of Metropolis, ill., as junwhite
Mrs.
HiLman
fern,
Coles,
daisies.
Mrs.
and
Bakers
Fehrsary 27. All those desiring
pounds twelve ounces, born on ior bridesmaid.
Glenn Hill and a guest speaker, Friday. February 21, at 6:30
to go are to be at the lodge acacia.
Identical gowns fashioned of
For the occasion the bride Mrs. Esther Gooch of South p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway rose gorgette crepe with square
hall at 530 p.m Thursday.
cheet-to
wear
a
Pleasant
red
Grove
and
United
white
MethodCounty Hospital.
Miss Keel announced delimits stripped
necklines and tiny puff sleeves
ITHACA. N.Y. (UPI) — 83xsilk dress accented by ist Church, presented the pro-y-eight years ago a youngster plans to attend the First Chris- a white wool knit blazer. Her gram on "Masks People Wear" Grandparents are Mr. and..L were worn by the attendants
Mn. Raleigh Beck of Cowden, rthe modified Aline gowns were
In Brooklyn took up the stud, tian Church as a group for the corsage, a gift of the
The program was concluded U., and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne empire waistline
of white lace
of aphids Now be has donated annual church service of the was of yellow daisies hostesses, with
several thought-provoking Compton of Mode, Ill.
accented
a collection of 500 Insects Amegably on April 13. The ad- with small
backed
with
pink
linen. The
white wedding bells. discussion topics.
The great grandparents are sleeves were accented with tiny
worth 525.000 to Cornell OW- visory board and the parents
Mrs. Saxon was attired in an
Mrs.
Mary
Ridings,
president,
Lulu
Beck
Mn.
and
Mr.
and pink linen covered buttons.
of the girls will also attend the Italian
versitY
made brown silk knit called the business meeting to Mn. Milton Cafield, all
Dr. Mortimer D. Leonard. a ehurch service.
of They wore short bouffant veils
dress with matching accessor- order Minutes of the previous Cowden,
Ill.,
graduate of Cornell Univerand Mr. and Mrs. of illusion secured to headpiecMembers present were Barsity's College of Agriculture. bie Ebel, Marilyn Lasater, Lynn ies. Mn. Sprunger wore a Iwo meeting were read and approv- Dale Compton of Shelbyville, es of rose and pink velvet 'earsaid the collection will enable Watson, Betsy Riley, Angels ly two piece dress of wine wool. ed.
l:IL
es.
•••
Mrs. Eunice Henry was apresearchers and scientists to Beano, Tress likCord, Irene Black accessories accented her
Each attendant carried one
pointed chairman of the rumfurther pinpArit the Me Tetra& Paulette Markovich, attire.
Music for the afternoon was mage sale scheduled for March
plant lice and develop efficient Patricia Evans, Barbara Sled&
Not Chambers
provided by Miss Jan Jones, 13 at the American Legion
ways of keeping them under Dee Pugh. Kris Kimball,
The thrust chambers used its
Donna sorority inner of the bride.
control.
She,
Building. Mrs. Harmon Whit. the-first
of Project Apollo's
- Leonard. who mys his °Mee- Boyd, Joyce Winchester, Denise too, wore a gift corsage of sail and Mn. Jerald Garrett Saturn stage
rocket must withstand
non contains about 500 aphids, Kalberer. Linda Showman. and white carnations. Miss Jones and will assist.
First Garment
heat of 5,000'F—half the temgot encouragement for his Vidtie Brandon. Adults present Kim Wallace
Announcements of annual perature on the sun's surface.
Cleaned and Pressed
study from a high school biol- were Mrs. Frances Churchill, beautiful gifts si steeling by district day to be held March The fuel is used as a coolant
by
at Regular Price
mother advisor, and George the honoree. ••
ogy teacher In Nebraska.
13 in Paris, Tennessee; the circulating it through tubule,
•
The college receives 'sunset- Williams.
The room was beautifully do WIICS Day Apart
which will be thrust chamber walls made of a
The next regular meeting of corated in yellow and
Second
Identical
ous letters requesting perm'swhite. held in Hazel on March 28; high - temperature nickel - chronon to borrow part or all of the Assembly will be held Tues- Six small tables draped with and the World
Garment only
alloy.
This
mium
cooling
system
Day
of
Prayer
the collection at the school for day, March 4, at seven p.m. at white cloths and each centered which
lowers the thrust chamber walls
will
study
the Masonic Hall.
with a bouquet of yellow dais- 3 at the take place on March to a mere 1,000F.
Northslde Shopping Center
First Christian Church,
le
ies, white stock. &rim sod ace- were made to
those
members
CiA flanked both sides Of
111•1=
the
)
room The gifts were diplayed ', PresentSigned,
It was decided to let the data and refreshments were served'
on tables in the center of the i of
November 23 for the Flea by Mrs. 11111 and Mrs. Coles.
room.
, Market this year.
Other members present
Refreshments of yellow pun- hers are already Many mem- Mn. Johnson Ineley, Mrs. were
Wel
working on
ch. white cakes decorated with projects
for the craft and hob- lace Ford, Mrs. Jerald Garrett
(Across from Post
yellow flowers, mints, and nuts: by sale.
MN W Kate Street
Eunice Henry, Mrs. Otis Whit
Mese 753-2121
Office)
.were served trine a table over i The
meeting was alijourned nal, and Miss Frances Whit
laid with a white taffeta mad I with a
prayer b y Mrs Ridines bell
•

'hews

"Arum

•

•

bass.

Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, Jr., Honored At
Lovely Tea Shower At Woman's Club

Michael Haley Is
Honored At Party
On 10th Birthday

Miss Barbie Keel
Presides At Meet
Of Rainbow Girls

Women's Society Of
Martin's Chapel
Church Has Meet

College Cleaners
— nem

Gift of Bugs
Aids Research

THANKS ...

to our many customers for the patronage extended to us during our
22 years in the bakery business in
Murray.

ONE GENT SALE

_mpg fresented

We extend best wishes to the new
owners now operating. ..

OUTLAND BAKERY

•

----FOUR SEASON
CLEANERS

( Murray Loan Co.

MONEY HEADQUARTERS

••••

Brent and Kathryn Outland

5;

-" •

•

-t-

•

•

-engeate

'
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Tux

LEDGER & TIME/ -

Flirs. W. A. Farmer
fs Program Leader

MURRAY.

KENTUCKY

SHOP...COMPARE...OUR

Mrs. W. A. Farmer was in
large of the program for the
libidos study held by the Wonan's Missionary Society of the
am Grove Baptist Church oil
PlednesdaY, FebruarY 19, a t•
even o'clock in the evening.

QUALITY STAR
COVER CARD

DID LEISIDLeY.

•

SWIFTS

PER

L

rer candelabra holding pink.
apers and pink and white'
nums was flanked with tiny,
turricane lamps. At one end of"
he table was a silver punch
)owl and the other end held a

ir

Stick your Quality Stars in the spaces marked "Q •ality
Star" on the card. When all Quality Star
Paces have been filled, take your card to Cooper-Martin and you
will receive 300 Quality Stamps
or your filled card.

SHORTENING

New cards are available at Cooper-Martin. Play
In pro ress.

9c

( e

James Thomas Stone of Mario, Route One has been dis
limed from the Western Rapist Hospital. Paducah.

I t)

•

A $2.50 purchase at Cooper-Martin entitles you to one, ime Quality
Star. Each time you purchase
an additional $2.50 you get another Quality Star. (No Stave
given on tobaccos, milk or milk products.)
'^o

JEWEL
49t

•••

four layer ivory wedding cake.
After the reception the couple left for a wedding trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn. For traveling
the bride wore an off white ensemble. Her accessories wereolg
she, wore
wine patent L and she
just!
corsage of white roses
bridal bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Houeden are
now at home in Asheville,
North Carolina.
Dinner & Parties
The rehearsal dinner was
held on February 6 at the Holiday Inn with the groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. 0. Rota-.
den, as hosts.
Prenuptial parties for t hia
bride included a household'
shower given by Mrs. Gene
Hendon, Mrs. James Lamb, and
Mrs. James Housden; a tea given by her sister, Mrs. Bruce
Gillespie, Miss Betty. Cooper,
end Miss Lynn Barger, a brunch
given by Mrs. Jo Ann Stout of
Metropolis, Ill.; and a personal
shower given by Misses Melia*
Trevathan, Linda Harris, Joo.
Ann Bertram, and Barbardr
Brown.
Out of town' guests for the
wedding were Mrs. Jo Ann
Stout, Mrs. Irene Moorman and
lane Ann, Mrs. Blaine Kenoedy and Kris, Jerry Foster,
Barbara Heddon, Mrs. Emily
feckenbrock, Madonna Chemiers, Darla Chambers, Lynn Ed-#
wards, Mrs. Susan Gallagher,
Ann Speekman and Karel,
lohns, all of Metropolis. Ill.;
drs. J. T. Kendall. Mrs. Homer
iwayne, Mrs. Robert Cox, Mrs
be Kendall, Mrs. Edward
Thompson. Robert Arnett, and
l.arry Arnett, all from Paris,
teem.

.s

LOW, LOW PRICES

'Reclamation in Jesus Name' ,
as the theme of the program
teen by Mrs. Farmer, Mrs. Al
Fuikerson and Mrs. PurThe call to prayer was by
Ira. Luther Hendon and the
losing prayer was led by Mrs*
kri Lee.
•
Others present were Meggmes Keys Keel, Mason notes, Joe McCuiston, James
hekell, Glen Hale, George Co.-m, Harry Shekell, Nelson Key,
mmy Kelly, and Wilbur Wes'
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as many times

as you like while the promotion is

our
if rirED BACON

12-0z. pkg.

Fresh Frozen

49

-16 lbs. arid up 331b

Libby - 4-02. cans

VIENNAS

150-POOT TELEGRAM letOM HOME Apollo 9 Commander'
James McDivitt holds a 150-foot telegram
from people at

•

In-Service
Training Is
Discussed

5 cans *1.00

Libby Golden Whole Kernel or Cream Style -,16-oz. cans

home, Jackson, Mich., in the flight training
building at Cape
Kennedy. Helping him with the reading are
rfroln left)
Riley McCafferty, flight ,crew operations
chief; McDivitt;
Russell L. Schweickart. Lunar Module pilot;
Alan ,Bean,
-becicirm pente-arvenereerr-Terso from
Jackson, support crew
member; David - Scott, Command Module pilot.

CORN

5 cans '1.00

COFFEE
69C

Middle Tennessee
Students, Teacher on
Marijuana Charge

NASHVILLE ItPS - A federal grand jury Thursday inSAVE
dicted a teacher and a student
(Rog
at Middle Tennessee-State University, Murfreesboro, on titanFRANKFORT - Establishment -es of illegally se:ling marijuana.
of an effective in-service training'l - The --separate indictments
CAN
program for Kentucky's L. P. named _lidean Aune, 25, and
Gas industry was the themeof ta- English professor, and Rand.3
lks undertaken by L. P. Gas Cae1Darwin Guess, 19.
The sales adigedly were
mmittee members in a meeting
with State Fire Marshal Billy D. made to agents Fred H. Greg, Libby Garden - 16-oz. cans
etiry and Stanley N. Persinger
wittieues,
of the Federal Bargee of fear3c Off - Jumbo Rolls
Represented of the tea-man eaten anti Dangerous Drum.
ornmittee, formed only a month
ago to consider ways and means
of effectively enforcing the State's bottled gas safety code, are
leaders of the bottled gas industry,

,o

fhe group has recommended
that all L. P. Gas truck drivers
and related personnel be quint°led through in-service training
aprc•grams supervised by the or"eloyer under guidance of the State Fire Prevention Division.

Beef

SHOULDER ROAST
Reef

MINUTE STEAKS _ _ _
Armour - 12-oz pkg

WIENERS

5 cans 51.(10

GALA TOWELS

3 rolls '1.00'

With This
Coupon
at

MERIT SALTINE

Cooper-Martin

CRACKERS
19t

-'149

Swift Premium - 8-oz. pkg

sil

_ _ lb. '1.29 BOLOGNA (Sliced)
Beef - Bone In Cut

49* lb. $1.09

660666606V
(REG. 35t)

PUREX

6-oz.
bottle
only

WITH THIS COUPON AND $5.00 OR MORE
ORDER
LIMIT: ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
COUPON VALID THRU SAT., MARCH 1st
REDEEM AT COOPER-MARTIN

•

NON000009QA0000000MOM
611671601MMOK
a
.z
SOFT

The North Texas State University A Capella Choir will be preHYDE PARK
An educational packet contain- sented in concert at the Murray
ing I. C. C. regulations(federal State University auditorium, Thcode for inter and intrastate tra- ursday, March 6.
29*)
nsportation of bottled gas )and
pamphlets outlining State safety Scheduled at 8 p.m. the proDress shirt sizes, printed in-,
g codes regarding handling and st- gram by the choir, •;rhich has
B b
ide the neckband, are inclicatorage of L. P. Gas will be (ILstr- toured extensively in the United
d by circumference of the,
ibuted to every L. E. CASS/rm. State§ aed_ gem" will be on.
Z.0110
leek and-try sleeve length. If•
°Also to be included in the packet'S-Ored-b-Y the Murray State music
he neck size needs to be
are study guides, test sheets and department,
WITH THIS COUPON AND $5.00 OR MORE ORDER
hecked, measure around the
planning sheets for teachers.
Directed by Frank McKinley Hyde l'ark King Size Sandwich - lj-lb. Loaves
middle of the neck, allowing
LIMIT: ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
of the NTSU School of Music,
light ease for comfort. For
As presently tinvislolied„ the the 43-voice chpir will sing a
leeve length, measure from
COUPON VALID THRU SAT., MARCH 1st
In-service program will first be new work by Vincent Persichetti, All Frozen Varieties - 5-oz. pkgs.
he center back of the neck.
REDEEM AT COOPER-MARTIN
presented to employers and sup- One of the country's leading comgross the shoulder and over
at
•.)
he bent elbow to the wrist.
ervisors. Once they are qualified, posers.
they will, in turn, conduct train- . Entitled "The Pleiades," it.is
ing for drivers and other person. Scored for choir, trumpet, and
lel engaged in the handling of string' orchestra or piano. Willlottled gas and installation of iam DeJong,doctoral student at
appliances.
Blvd.
NTSU, will be the ti umpet soloist,
u""1""li
Williams' office will furnish and Jan Ellerd will be thepianist.
et! DELIVERY guidance and assistance in the
With This Coupon and Purchase of
As a highlight of the tour, the
Pb.. 751-1112
KRAFT
training program. Both company choir will sing a program at the
U.
(Reg. $1.25)
and individual effort will hi rec- Music Educators National ConUnlit: 1 Coupon Per Customer
UMW
ognized by the State Fire Marsh- ference Southwestetn Region Co-Coepea ExpIrore
March
IOU
2-Lb.
al's office. Qualifying firms will nference ill St. Louis, March 8.
(DEEM AT
RAAN
TIN
creceive a decal for display, and
Box
In the spring of 1964, the NTSU
1110
individuals will he awarded some. choir expanded its audience with
COOPESiptirifin1:101!1111111111111111111111M111111111110111111111M
a tour of nine European nations
berm of emblem for wear.
Kraft _Jam, Jelly or Preserves - 18-oz. Jars
Williams expressed great pl- for the U. S. State Department's
easure with the Committee's pro- Culture' Presentations ProgrQUALITY
Merit - 14-oz. cans
gress to date. Describing the gro- am. The 'choir sang 6,5 concerts
STARS
up as a "working committee," in a three-month tour of Portugal,
With This County, und Pu ch se of
Williams said: "I believethis co- Spain, Denmark, Sweden, Finla6 PkeL Libby
mmittee will set a course for the nd, Iceland, Luxembourg, Belgientire industry, one which will be um and Switzerland.
Unlit: I Coupon Per Cvtrorner
rov
s
'
(Reg. 490)
HYDE PARK
long followed in Kentucky. Every
Mn..), I.t. 1951
C'etkpos Szpirere
After the choir had been on toREDEEM AT COOPER•MARTIN
"consumer stands to profit imm- ur for three weeks, the students
ea.sureably by it - both in safety were praised in a State DepartGaL
litod in service."
ment report whice said the view
The next committee meeting, of America in Portugal had been Libby Tomato
scheduled for Mar. 5 , is expect- greatly improved by their appeaOL,TTY
3* Off - 14-oz. cans
ed to consider a proposal for rance there.
.(Reg.'39e)
20-oz. bottle
STARS
presentation to Governor Louie As .a elif13mt, to the tour, the Libby
NTSU choir joined with the Canthis.. Courson and Purchtsae of
B. Nunn.
15e Off - 32-oz. size
Members of the Committee tones Choir of Bruges, Belgium,
22 SIMONIZE
RUG SHAMPOO
24
.
:oz. can
are: W. 11. Crawford, Crawford to sing two performances of Ve- z
limit: I Coupon Per C.witerner
Gas & Appliances, Lexhicton; rdi's "Requiem" with the SocieC.... DireIrere mat.. March lot. 1545
gEdd Estil Liquid Transporters te Philharmoraque de Bruxelles,
REDEEM AT COOPER•MARTIN
SCR
FLORIDA GOLDEN SWEET
Call
ld Regular or pink u nsweetened
of Louisville; T. Frank Miller, Belgium, under Roberto Benxi- iiiiib
1=7.7
"_5
ttews
Oilier's Bottled Gas of Bowling believed to be the first appearan- Swift
ping Center
Green; Paul Moyers, Ashland ce by an AMericen choir with a
lflhI
;i11.111111:1
Oil & Refining Co., Joe Sin*, major.European symphony.
24-oz. ticietle
QUALITY
All tickets are $1 and may be Dads
Columbia Gas and Kentucky InIan
STARS
spection Bureau, Louisville; Ch- obtained (rum 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
arles Thompson, Ashland GU & March 1-6 in the WaterfieldetudTleie Canaan and Pur_chase of
No.
1
10-1b.
Size
bag
A
Ye Gal.
Refining Co., PaintsvWe; W. L, eni Union Buildinr or in the MurWESTINGHOUSE LIGHT
Tender Bake
Thompson of Boyd Service al-As- -ray State music department,
Limit, I Coupon Por Custonly
to Cart Rogers, assistahland; Thornton Casey, Rural
Medium Size Yellow - 3-lb bag
Coupon 'Expires Sot., MIL ir969
Plain or Self-Rising
Ile-onsolidated, Paducah; _ Larry nt professor of music at Murray
5-1b. bag fig°
REDEEM AT COOPER-MARTIN
.
.
Smith, Columbia Gas, Lexington. State,
.

SAVE 6*
(Reg. 25*

BREAD

_ _ 2 loaves 59*

FREEZER QUEEN

fl
IOC.

(REG.

-SAVE
190%

With This
Coupon

5 pkgs.'1.00

QOHNIQQQ99.ffliabg

Cooper-Martin

ilea ners

4 111.F-R11EI

MORTON FROZEN

KS •..•

mers for the pato us during our
kery business in
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ting ..

COUPON iiii..110111111:11'llti;
II1!4 QUALITY STARS

°SS"

POT PIES
4 69C

CATCHUP

ANACIN TABLETS

VELVEETA

GRAPE

4

COUPON MiIMlIilIfi
1
1
1
[
FREE!
4 QUALITY STARS

4 cans 59*

Frozen Veg

ICE CREAM

29 COMET CLEANSER
59° LUX LIOUID

BEEF STEW (Reg sk)

(1011

3 jars'1.00

CANNED MILK

390

13Ies

11

COUPON
FREE! QUALITY STARS
Witt-

2 cans 29*
59*

•

BAKERY

# CORN

JEWEL OIL
ROOT BEER
FLOUR

39°
490 RED POTATOES

-

athryn Outland

cording

ac-
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5 00

4
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COUPON 111111111111111P
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49* RIBSTEAKS
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4* OFF LABEL
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Choir Will
Be Presented
Ori March6

Booth - 10-oz. pkg.

lb., 59* PERCH STEAKS
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Murray State's Artificial
Football Field Is Discussed
PRAMIEPOIT. By.
—
The Pam* Diparannit is tat
iling a log last at Ilieray State
bahlladirs pespeed te
ar
MIL
Hientsheinelir Albert CMOs
Shaft ha hes palled NI
parties al *mei Wig
es psciags levaleing ca•
el a ewer bead'see&
us.
9 wain to bow whether OM
public cares to speed thet Med
of many tar as inninsited" he
said.
Quassia estimated a ayethatic
playing Reid weraid ant whips
SWIMS when all accimeseles end
&strain option are incleded.
The mitt original maul*
for the new athletic facilities at
Murray was about $4 maim
Artificial football fields — a
blanket of greet bristles of
padded nylon
— het like
the wave of the future to mem
sports olasersers.
Such turfs put an end to the
customary mud and dust of the
griclizon end, as one was
quipped. "a player will have le
wipe his ket before he goes out
on the dad"
Fiiince eilicials are worried
set oily Haut the peslineimmy
seestsei cat Maas is amairs the it Mum, gots pamild= • Is hid na
kart ether Mulanspperistl adversities von mit prams Or
do asme kmay.
add be - wash IS
lie/maps egiliatthe
which is mach Maher dam
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The =endive Murray pies is,

•

to theusce the !mid with a bud
Moe payable over 30 years. The
led Mehably would be gnerasteed the 3ears and olaat int
B years — which Chasm said
bah'
autherides ming
anther Re pars kr a fluid
which bed been discarded.
Is presesties the am tart.
Murray Sass hes chimed at
least the asier advesenges.
—itsthiction at lase sod amble
Monies silos chats owl cal&
le the mead whim a player k
wide&
-tallely twit aftfiviedisr
.
iandiased, ictudag a drivag
raid
—italaction of issieteasace
cues became se waiwrag ie
accessory and searing is Miaowed.
—Freedom to am the Debi far
anything Iran baud practice ts
ROTC drRi. phs any amber of
botball practice seeskus.
—Use of the turf by high
schools in the Murray area.
The univenity said it already
hes been approached by the
Murray school system and looks
with favor on the request "Mu
the system is buildiag a new
high school and has so funds kw
athletic activities.
'The rental from this me
woukl help defray the cost of

Mini Plains Gets Role
HOLLYWOOD UPI)-819.
Pickens will play a comedy rolewttli Jason }tabards and Stella Stevens in "The Ballad of
Cable Florae" at Warner
Bros -Seven Arta.
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To a competitor (?) down the street,
We're sorry to have bothered thee.
We may have spent a little time,
To check the prices on your lines.

14 OZ.

I

T

CLEANSER

Your SHARP STUDIO- PHOTOGRAPHER .111 be
at

BIG K

10

MURRAY, KY.
•

MI-- 28 MARCH -

ROLLS

FRIDAY 4 SATURDAY
11 a. m. - 8 p. m.
° SUNDAY -- 1 p. m. - 8 p.m.
One per subject. Groups $1.00 each additional person
75C h.indling charge on 16 x 20
50C liandling charge on 11 x 14

TOILET

TISSUE

k

CHILDRENS
Dresses
r
BOYS )U
Caps
Pants
Shirts

SaltiOuS,"

110

FINAL
CLEARANCE

111

••
••

LADIES
Dresses
Shirts )1
Suits
BOYS

00

•

•

Corduroy Pants

fi

•

VALUES TO

PAINT
Vel Limo .21.
CLEARANCE
Palmolive
22

YOUR CHOICE

DU PONT
BIG K
RED DEVIL

2FORS1

1/2 off

BOYS
SWEATERS
Values to $7.00

FRAMED PICTURES
Maple or Walnut

Mr.

Terrific

oz.

0

FRAME
20 X 40

Your Choice

BELAIR
SHOPPING
CENTER4

AXION
PRE SOAK
KING SIZE
Reg. $1.29
SPECIAL

SUNDAYS

CANDY BARS

Butternut
Hollywood
Milkshake
Big Ten
Pay Day

6
PACK

990 11

DISHWASHING
Liquid

Si,: 6 - 18

was

4

•

.00

$2.00 $1.91
the word of Bess Truman on
the iimbulancint of former
President Harry S Truman.
84. from their Indepeadence.
Mo. home to
Kansas City
hospital A stomach and intestinal inflammation Is the
dtrignosis of the doctors.

•

leo

VALUES TO $4

"NOTHING

•
•

195

•
•

!nal
Clearance

4 11

AJAX

3 ROLLS

SWINGER FILM
2/$3,
A
/o

a,

1 -11 x 14
1 -16 x 20

PAPER TOWELS
VIVA'
KLEENEX
BOUNTY
CORNET

LIMIT
ONE PER

WASHINGTON UPI - Spokane
County. Wash., has been dolga.
ated a ctisaster area by as taderal government beanie MM.
age from recut heavy so0111114.
The designation allows miners,
of homes, bUrsilleaSe6 and other
properties to apply for low interest loans to repair any disuses, '

Black and Whit* Bust Vignette

So come on down, shop at our store,
You'll find LOW prices here galore !
•
Here we are and here we'll stand,
We sign ourselves....
THE TENNESSEE CLAN 4
SIAM

DISASTER AREA

ziwAagai
p1

CAN

Fella's we surely didn't know,
A' pad and pen would hurt you so.
We've just read the daily edition,
Just imagine all we could have written.

NDP CCNYENTICE
HANOVER, West Germatql1P1
- The National DamaRailleporty,
Scared elf Mew 11110210111„ slit
Mild as =NNW naMailles la
sewing Banda fools Ids Weeased. spatulasseld Thursday.
They MN the party had rade/
meeting halls in the towns air
it was barred from one in Haw
bent.

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

4/ 1

Covered
CHERRIES

4
it

I

-

•
e
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tartly submitted their autos for
inspection, revealed that one out
of every four motorists was(9crating an unsafe vehicle. Most
frequently uncovered defects were faulty headlights ancitaillights
turn signals malfunctions, faulty
windshield wipers, unsafe tires
and bad brakes—nearly all of the
same points now checked under
•
FRANKFORT-Statistics rides- the Kentucky law.
In addition to enforcement acsed by Public Safety Commissioner William 0. Newman disclose tivities, the KSP also expanded
Mat highway travel and all its re. their driver safety education proproblems createda major gram. A preventative measure,
for the Kentucky State designed to aid and educate every motorist, the program milsPolice during 1968.
With more motorists than ever ed widespread assistance of radWE RESERVE
io, television and other news me•before travelling more and more dia throughout
the state. Person- GERBERS STRAINED
miles every day over a steadily
al contact was also made with
•increasieg net of roads, death more than 600
civic and educatand injury by automobile, enforla
cement of traffic laws and pro- ional grows by KSP speakers
ly
motion of driver safety programs who presented the safety message
to
an
estimated
69,000 citizincreased total working time for
Mb
the KSP some nine per cent over ens.
1
In the area of driver testing,
1967.
The first half of 1968 found 189,419 written examinations weMAXWELL HOUSE
332 troopers patrolling Kentuc- re given during the year; 44,358
ky's roads and highways with an of those applicants were disqualified,
either
on
the vision or sigIncrease to an all time high of 359
Omen by the year's end. Driving ns and rules of the road sections
of
the test; 106,269 applicants
In excess of 10.3 million miles,
State troopers contacted through took the actual driving test with
arrest, accident investigation or 33,151 being rejected on one thrrelated activities better than ough five attempts to pass it.
280,000 motorists—an increase Written testing of 7,147 motorof ll per cent over any previous cycle permit applicants disqualGRADE A MED
ified only 318 operators. Outside
year.
An average of 60 accident elks- skill testing of motorcyclists passed 6,646 out of 6.739.
•as were investigated daily during
A study conducted by the KSP
the year, six per cent more
to during 1967. Slightly more than between January and August of
360 traffic citations a day were last year indicates safety efforIssued for an increase of 18 per ts are beginning to have a favorcant over the previous year's able effect on the problem.
Gasoline sales during the intactivity. Highest traffic arrest
rates were scored in radar det- erval showed people drove ll.8
ection, up 22 per cent over 1967, billion miles in Kentucky, a sevand moving hazard violations whi- en per cent increase over a
comparable period in 1967. An
ch rose 18 per cent.
• Enforcement of the "implied exact mileage figure, if availabconsent" law led over 2,100 veh- le, would undoubtedly be higher
ilicle operators to blood-alcohol since, with present day vehicles,
examinations. 66 per cent more it is possible to traverse the
than were arrested during 1967 state without ever stopping for
for driving under he influence. fuel.
By comparison, the fatality
The problem of the drinking driver assumes particular serious- rate increased about two per
ness for everyone. A 1968 Report cent(from 1,028 to 1,050 between
on Alcohol and Highway Safety, 1967 and 1968. And the 1968 death
submitted to Congress by then rate remained below 1966, KenSecretary of Transportation,dis- tucky's worst year, when 1,086
closed alcohol is the direct cau- people died on the highways.
Commissioner Newman said,
*se of some 25,000 highway deaths although
statistics indicate a deand an additional 800.000 vehicle
FLAVOR
crashes annually in the United crease in the death rate per
KIST
million
miles
travelled.
"This
States. At least half of all highway
accidents involves the drinking is still not noticeable when livI.L8 BOX
es are lost. It is hoped increadrivers.
sed
enforcemen
t,
coupled
with
KSP enforcement of the Motor
Vehicle Safety Inspection law re- effective educational programs
suited in the arrest of abstit41,. and our new motor,.veidele saf000 drivers between July and ety inspection rrrements, wiKELLY'S
303 can
December of 1968—better than ll ultimately lead to a reduction
in
the
number
of
lives
being
citations a month. Although
hotly contested and strongly crit- lost."
WASHINGTON UPI - The Civil
icized, vehicle safety inspections
is an essential part of the over- Aeronautics Board has given finall highway safety program. US al approval to a price increase
News and World Report in a rec- for airline tickets. The increas? reTHA___WHIT
S.
ently published study conducted as, ranging from $1 to $7 per
during 1968 in which more than ticket, will become effective, de1.3 million vehicle owners volun- pending on the airline, between
now and March 6-

Increased
Travel Load
For Police

DISASTER AREA
WASHINGTON UPI - 9poime
lady. Wash., has been design.
kl a disaster area by the le&
al government because dame from recent heavy snowfall, 4,
ie deidgration allows owners,
homes, businesses and (414114
operties to apply for 10Whiliet.
t loans to repair any ease.
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"One trunk to a car" hos been sedan dogma
ever since sedans began.
(And why not? Isn't it obvious that a car can't
hove two trunks? After all, how can. you odd a
trunk without subtracting on engine?)
Well, you know how we worry about dogma.
So our VW Fastback Sedan not only has two
good-sized trunks, but—since even a Volkswagen
can't get along without an engine—an engine.
(What we did was to make the engine only 16
inches high and tuck it underneath the rear trunk.)
Of course, while our Fastback may be the first
two-trunked sedan, it's still a Volkswagen. So it
con make a couple of more statements most other
sedans can't make.
&Juana gas mileage: 27 mpg. The price:
$41129.111
But best of all, with this car what you gain in
function you don't lose in style. Shut both trunks
and you have a dashing little fastback.
Believers in the "one trunk to a car" dogma
can call us heretics.
But at least we're good-looking heretics.

•

FRESH

LIC

No other sedan can make this statement.
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WITH THIS COUPON AND $5.00
OR MORE PURCHASE

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AuToao•.1.0

Chestnut Street - Murray, Kentucky

TOB8. & CIGS. EXCL.

STAMPS
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WITH THIS COUPON AND THE PURCHASE
OF 2 LBS MISS LIBERTY BACON
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Coach Loses
Players But
That's OK

THREE HUD IN JETNAP ATTIMPT Chicago policemen escort
three men from a United Airlines jetliner at O'Hare International Airport following an attempt to hijack the plane.
according to authorities. They were arrested after a stewardess heard one of them say. If we've got enough gas to
get to San Francisco. we should have enough to get to
Cubs_" The three are from left Raymond Hewitt, Los Angeles; Dexter Woods, San Francisco, and William Getz,
who said he was from Lakewood Ohio.
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VEHICLES ARE BUMPER TO BUMPER at the Babelsburg checkpoint after leaving West Beras the East German Communists inflict one of their periodic harassments. They want
to put a crimp in West Germany's elections March 5.
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Dog.Killer Faces
Term lei Prison

JAR

3 1 CAN

DETROIT 1.44- A former pot
,store owner faced up to four years in prison today after beteg
found guilty of tailing a dog be
was supposed to give a bath and
a haircut.
A Wayne County Circuit Court
jury Thursday found Johannes
F. Herman, 27, Garden City,.
guilty of killing Rags, a one'
year old halt-poodle owned by
an Inkster woman. Sentencing
vas set for March 27.
Mrs. Gloria Norris testified
she took Rags to Herman's Dearborn Heights pet store, then returned to find him unconscious
'and dying. A veterinarian testified the dog died of blows from a
blunt instrument.
Herman denied striking the dog
d said Rags was injured by
jumping around his cage.
A number of dog lovers atteodlag the trial left the courtroom
./giyiniii "V" signs fogollsdad the
verdict.
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MURRAY
HOME &AUTOSIORE
Northsicie Shopping Center

753-2571

NOTICE

'TVA TIMBER FOR SALE

We FINANCE At
The LOWEST
RATE
ONLY 6%

Nit

HERS FUNSES-A Frit
fashion craze in New York
(it says here) are "hue! and
"hers- pocketbooks like this
couple is sporting Back 500
years ago all the guys wore
them no pockets

IGA

BIG ROLL

CRISCO DOG FOOD PAPER
TOW
ELS
12/
51
, , 4/51
690
Somers Rim HIRE- Several Russian fishing -trawlers and
their "mother ship" ride at ani•hor Ito!) about 20 miles
off
the coast of Norfolk, Va. Three soviet fishermen take a
close look lower, at the American trawler from which
these photos were made.
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Cat Not Disturbed
By The Furor
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The MAGELLAN • Mel
Classic Mediterranean styled }Abase console with concealed casters in senuine Dark Oak veneen
and select hardwood solids
tZ454300, or ai genuine Fear
veneers and select hardwood solids a4541115 both
w,th the look of
•.ne distressing

211
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LEDGER di TIME;

The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale
one tract of standing hardwood timber containing an estimated 157,000 board feet. The tinab
is located in Land Between the Lakes, StewsM"
County, Tennessee, approximately 5 miles north
of Wt. Highway 79 and Just off Tennessee Highway 49.
Healed bids will be received by the Forest Management Section, Land Hetween the Lakes, Tennessee Valley AUthOrity, Golden Pond, Kentucky,
until 10 am. Central Standard Time,. March 11,
1969.
Parties interested in Inaltecting the aforementioned timber should celetact the above offlee.
Bid forms and detailed information may be obtained from the forester la charge, Land Between
the Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky. telephone
number 924-5602.*
4410•41141.6.6
.
40 4
.
4,40•••••••••••4H1
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Enjoy the Mountain
But Don't Touch
By Abigail Van Buren

West Berarassments. They want
[arch 5.
Iter 1.2.o.Ing

DEAR ABBY: I propose that we adopt the following
cods
of behavior between the sexes: "Henceforth a man
may touch
any part of a woman's body that he is able to see."
I believe that such a code would induce women to
impose
upon themselves some restraints on the manner in which
they
dress.
Our mini-skirted bare-bosomed gals go about exuding
as
much sexiness as they possibly can, then they expect
to be
treated like virtuous untouchable young ladies. Any comments?
LEO IN COLUMBUS
DEAR LEO: Yes! I am In favor of "truth in packaging"
and against advertising that which one has no imtentims of
delivering, but since when should one be able to touch
everything be sees? One should be able to enjoy viewing •
mountain without climbing it.
'

.S. CHOICE

STEAK
$1.09
1R

6 1/2 oz. con
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• •
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RATE TO WRITE Lemma? SEND 81 TO ABBY, BOX
MOE LO8 ANGELES. CAL, New FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET.
'MOW TO WRITE merrERs FOR ALL OCCASIONS."
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Lincoln Given
Haircut And
Shave On Cent

quart 39*

Quart 19*

STOKELY
Pineapple-Grapefruit or
cnn

PING Pineapple-Orange

$1

PARAMOUNT

DILL CHIPSit.

29
*

BUSH'S

LIMAS

2cf.39

GREEN/WRITE

VAN CAMP

GRAPITELLY
3F0 $1.00

TUNA
19°

Reg. $1.12

6-Oz. can

89°

KREY

SWEETNNYROLLS
All Nu.
Mix or Match

Florida Seedless
GRAPEFRUIT

5-1b. bag 49*

3 F°R

15-oz. can

3 cans
for

89°

RED CROSS

2 F°R 23°

SPAGHETTI
:
7 „

FreshYellow Sweet

ONIONS

3-1b. bad

9
'.

NGERINES

Will Seek To

WASHINGTON UPI - Abraham
Lincoln has been given a shave
'and a haircut as a sort of 160th
Raise Funds
birthday present.
The trimming, done without
fanfare, was done on the Lincoln head that appears on the
FRANKFORT-Some 16,000 FutU. S. penny, starting with 1969
ure Homemakers in high schools
coins.
throughout Kentucky wW attempt
The general public apparently
to raise $6,000 within the next
didn't notice, but coin collectors
few months for their annual schdid and the Treasury Departmeolarship program.
nt's Bureau of the Mint has movThe Future Homemakers, who
are in 261 chapters, hope to awa- ed to issue a statement today
assuring everyone that "no chard 20 scholarships worth $300
nge in design" of Abe's head
each at their annual meeting in
was intended by the spruce-up.
June at Western Kentucky UnivA mint spokesman ezplainad
ersity, according to Dorotha S.
that because of long usage, the
Oatts of the Division of Home
master die cut in 1909 had flattEconomics, State Department of
ened the features of the 16th PrEducation.
esident, whose 160th birthday anniversary was two days ago,
The scholarships are awarded,
As the years woreon,the cragaccording to Mrs. Oatts, tothose
g y, bearded Lincoln features bromembers who have contributed
adened and a topknot of hair bein an outstanding way to the Kento appear, The words"In God
•tucky Association of Future Ho- gan
We Trust"and "Liberty" flattenare
and
America
memakers of
ed out and began crowding the
Intended to promote arking other
edge of the coin.
things, interest in home econom"All we did is bring the words
ics, home eConomics careers and
back to the proper distance. The
related occupations.
original design called for and we
The scholarship funds are to sharpened the features
to the deppro)ecvarious
through
be raised
th they were on the 1909 coin,"
and
chapters
ts carried out by
the spokesman said. "We cannot
" members at the local level. The change the design of a coin withFeb.
•association began its drive
in a 25 year period without con14,
gressional action and we have no
Mrs, Oatts emphasised,though Intention of doing so."
the Future Homemaker program
Is an Integral part of high school
work, the members are pro riding
the scholarships through their
Well-Travslal Metal
own efforts.
Nickel is Canada's 4th greatest
In the past 20 years,tlieassoo- export. The versatile element,
• iation flu awarded 257 scholar- used in more than 3,600 alloys, Is
.
shipped to tome 10"eountries.
sh1911.
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CLOROX BLEACH

DEAR SICK: Remind Roy of his promise and ask
to
prove his sincerity by letting YOU pat the house on the Sarket.
If that doesn't;
jar him, face it. Roy is a naughty boy!

Everybody has a problem. What's years? Per • personal
may write Is Abby, Bei NM. Lea Alga" CaL. NM sod
melees • stamped. self-addressed sovelepe.

790

3-Lb. Can

DRESSING

18-0s. Glass

BIG ROLL

Devil Yelkw3
Food
White'
B°xes19C

CRISCO
BLUE BONNET
SAL DBAWDA

DEAR ABBY: Roy and I have been married for two years
and we have custody of his three children. [His ex-wife isn't fit
to raise dogs, much less children.]
My problem is that we are living in the same house Roy
and his ex-wife and children lived in. When we were married
Roy promised we'd stay here until be sold this lulu*, then we'd
get another one. Well, from the looks of things, we are going to
be here forever. I just HATE it!
It's not only the house, but I am living with all her old beat
up furniture and appliances and I can't stand it any longer.
Roy says we can't just walk out. We have to get our money
out of this house before we buy another one, but so far be
basal even put this house on the market. So what should I do?
HOUSE SICK

DEAR ABBY: A reader signed "JACK H. IN LA." sold
you goofed when you made reference to the "wives" of the
famous WRIGHT BROTHERS, because the Wright brothers
were both bachelors!
Well. JACK If. is the one who goofed, because my
grandmbtber's sister was married to Wilbur Wright.
Very truly yours,
0. D. T.: OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON

$1.39

2-Lb. Can

F
e
e
r rtFEE

bildcf mix

DEAR IN: la Miliasseta. • will is a personal matter, and
your husband is under no legal obligation to revel',IL contents
to you.
Should he precede you in death, however, and if you're ant
satisfied with the terms, you have the right to renounce it, and
take from the estate that which you'd have been entitled to had
your husband left no will at all. [The laws In the various states
differ! I

TUNA

PAPER
REIS
4/51

390

DEAR ABBY - My husband is 68 years old and he's still in
good health, but he is one of those who made his will out 10
years ago and he has changed it half a dozen times since.
The last time he changed it I asked him what changes he
had made this time, and he refused to tell me. As his lawful
wedded wife, am I not entitled to know what is in my
husband's will?
"IN THE DARK" IN DULUTH

—KIST

40 BAG

bgB
liliff COCKTAIL

2 Can
Lge. 21/

•

•

•
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JETNAP ATTEMPT Chicago policemen escort
three men from a 'United Airlines jetliner at 011are International Airport 'following an attempt to hijack the plane.
according to authorities, They were arrested after a stewardess heard one of them say. "If we've got enough gas to
get to San ,Francisco, we should have enough to get to
Cuba." The three are ifront left i Raymond Hewitt, Los Angeles; Dexter Woods, San Francisco, and William Getz..
who said he was from Lakewood Ohio.
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We Have A Modern
SERVICE SHOP
Operated By
Mr. Artell Tucker
who has 18 yrs.
EXPERIENCE.
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The MAGELLAN • Z4643
Classic Mediterranean ',ivied hi/lbase console with concealed often in gamine Dark Oak veneers
and select hardy/pod solids
aaSaNDE), or in genuine Pecan
Ionisers and select hardwood sot.
id,fZ4541,1, both
with the look of
fine distressing
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VI4F/UNF Aulantabc Channel Wads(
Now with lust a touch of a finger
sou con automatically select as
amilT as 18 p,e-tuned channel•12 VHF and .6 UHT-with cos.
vonieat 2-way touds-bar power
tuning Illurninassd VHF and UHF
channel numbers.
now..••Wilmer

The DAVY • 24647M
Charming lady American styled
console with concealed UMW..
Cabinet features distinctive Early
American styled 'pinery. In gent!.
ne Maple veneers and select l•ardwood
solids With
Iltis These Quality Features! the look
of fine
le Zenith AFC-Automatic Fine- distressing.
Timing Control electronically
bag noes Color TV instantlyoven periods your VHF Mews entoonsekaly.
Zenith Handcrafted Super SO
Chasm for unrivaled depend.
ability
• Super Gold Video Guard Tinting
System for longer TV fife
• Sunshine. Cofer Picture Tube EASY MONTHLY
for Valter picture brightn•ss
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Dog Killer Faces
Term In Prison
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6 1/2 oz. can

29C
,Baby SWEET- B .NS
4#
PEAS
_
Food_
4/990 490
LB,

GERBER STRAINED

-

GREEN GIANT
#303 CAN

GREAT NORTHERN

BAG

7C

RAG'S

IGA

IGA

BIG ROLL

IGA

SHREDDED

_

PEACHES ICE MILK KRAUT
.
160
.
.11199
113
2 1/2 CAN

1/2 Gal.

FRESH

°300 Can

'FRESH

RoRul CABBAGE RADISHES
5,
50
490 LB.5C

The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sate
one tract of standing hardwood Umber containing an estimated 157,000 board fear The timber
Is located in Land Between the Lakes, Stewart
County, Tennessee, approximately 5 miles north
Of U.S. Highway 79 and just off Tennessee Highway 49.
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management Section, Land getween the Lakes, Tennessee Valley Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky,
until 10 a.m. Central Standard Time, March 11,
1969.
Parties interested In Inspecting the aforementioned timber should colitact the above office.
Bid forms and detailed Information may be obtained from the forester is charge, Land Between
the Lakes, Golden Pondi Kentucky telephone
,
number 924-5602.

BAP

CELLO BAG

Open 24 Hours Daily...-Closed Sundays
E SELL -TRAVELLERS EXPRESS MONE
Y ORDERS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES
Prices in this ad good
through
i

'

A

r4

LB.

CAROLINA

TVA TIMBER FOR SALE

HIS, HERS PURSES-7A_ new
fashion ( i,ize in New York
i It say). here, are "his" and
"hens" pocketbooks like this
couple II sporting. Sack .500
years ago all the guys wore
them no pocket.

MAT CHL E SS

C
•
7101KNIMOMBH65:

•

Saw.s.si. •

753-2571

U.S:CHOICE

FLORIDA

ONLY 6%

No4ht1di WOO* Center

La

U.S. CHOICE

CRISCO DOG FOOD Tow
PAPEas
R_
690 12/$1 4/$1

NOTICE

We FINANCE At
The LOWEST
RATE

MURRAY
ji0t4E--St AUTO STORE•

ROUND
Or aYritAS
STEAK
PP r\Git
89
soutt_ _
STEAK
-490
990
ill
atp.22
. ar
day

# CAN

SOVIETS FISH HERE Several Russian fishing trawlers and
their -mother ship- ride at anchor f top about 20 miles
off
the coast of Norfolk, Vs_ Three Soviet fishermen take a
close look flower, at the American trawler from which
these photos were made.

cep ps
ham ILIM Immo
=••

U.S. CHOICE

JAR

DETROIT UPI - A former pet
store owner faced up to four years in prison today after beteg
found guilty of killing a dog be
was supposed to give a bath and
a haircut.
A Wayne County Circuit Court
jury Thursday found Johannes
F. Herman, 27, Garden City,
ty of killing Rags, 1 one
rear old hall-poodle owned oy
is Inkster woman. Sentencing
pas set RN March 27.
Mrs. Gloria Norris testified
5.took Rags to Herman's DearBlights pet store, then returned to find him unconscious
md dying. A veterinarian testified the dog died of blows from a
lunt instrument.
1 Herman denied striking the dog
Sod said Rags was injured by
jumping around his cage.
A number of dog lovers attending the trial left the courtroom
giving "V" signs following the
verdict.

PAYMENTS
With No Down
Payment

New Isola 2-Tsar Color
ncillos Tab. wimmey

VEHICLES ARE BUMPER TO BUMPER at the Babelsburg checkpoint after leaving West Berlin as the East German Communists inflict one of their periodic harassments. They want
to put a crimp in West Germany's elections March 5,

•

•

•

w •
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Enjoy the Mountain
But Don't Touch
By Abigail Van Buren

(ter leaving West Berarassments. They want
Larch 5.

DEAR ABBY: I propose that we adopt the following
code
of behavior between the sexes: "Henceforth a man may
touch
any part of a woman's body that be is able to see."
I believe that such a code would induce women
to impose
upon themselves some restraints on the manner in which
they
dress.
Our mini-skirted bare-bosomed gals go about exuding as
much sexiness as they possibly can, then they expect to be
treated like virtuous untouchable young ladies. Any comments?
LEO IN COLUMBUS
DEAR LEO: Yes! I am in favor of "truth in packaging"
and against advertising that which sue has as inteadoo ef
delivering. but -since when should one be able to touch
everything be pees? One should be able to enjoy viewing a
mountain without climbing it.
'

.S. CHOICE

ra•BONE
STEAK
11.00
1R-K

TUNA'

•

can

DEAR IN: In Minnesota, • will is a personel wetter, _Ng
liesbend is mider no legal ebtigatitif Si reveal Its conteats
to yew.
Shashi he precede you in death, however, and if you're not
satisfied with the terms, you have the right to renounce it, and
take from the estate that which you'd have been entitled to had
your husband left no will at all. ['Ilse laws in the various states
differ!

29c

▪
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PAPER
10WELS
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RATE TO WRITE LETTERST SEND $t TO ABET, BOX
GPM LOS ANGELES, CAL, MIMI, FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET.
'MOW TO WRITE LETFERS FOR All, OCCASIONS."
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seasoned
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Lean 7Aest9
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•••

Boneless
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LIMAS

:in 39°

GREEN/WH1TZ

2
STANBACK

4

VAN CAMP
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*
e
11
1
110
1r1
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POWDERS

18-0z. Glass

Reg. $1.12

TUNA
6-ws can

3 Fo
.
$1.00

890

19°

KREY
SWEET ROLLS
All Pks.,
Mix or Match

FE6RFRun

12i.29°

BUSH'S

•
••••••

1130ilele

4Ira.sl

DILL CHIPS

V)*

•
•
•••••

s it los_n

Pineapple-Grapefruit or
Pineapple-Orange

PARAMOUNT

Iva

s

Lazo

DRESSING
CLOROX BLEACH
§114B
A
)

ma.

SLIGO
Cb01Ct
M35

US.

2 Lt,.. °
39*
49quafl
19°

8WL

Air

Brand

3-Lb. Can

5-lb. bag 119°

CHILI
SPAGHETTI

15-oz. can 3

r8 89
°

RED CROSS

3 Fo
.
$1.00

7-ox.
box 2 F°R 23*

Yellow Sweet

ONIONS

0

3-1b. bag 19

Fresh

FHA Members
Will Seek To
,Raise Funds

SHREDDED

KRAUT
t300 Can

160

iDISHE
CELLO BAG

1

test _ s_., air
inigtx

Bati

DEAR SICK: Remind Roy of his promise and ask him to
prove his sincerity by letting YOU put the house on the market.
If that &met 5,r him,face it. Roy is a naughty boyl

Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply mile Is Abby, Bei ORM, Lea Angeles, CaL. Neee and
noise a stanopod. soll-eddresood osvelape.

air

—

—

•••••

BIG ROLL

CAKE MX
CRISCO
.1
BLMBIZETARINE .

"1°

1

DEARiABBY: Roy and I have been married for two years
and we have custody of his three children. Ms ex-wife isn't fit
to raise dogs, much less children.)
My problem is that we are living in the same house Roy
and his ex-wife and children lived in. When we were married
Roy promised we'd stay here until he sold this house, then we'd
get another one. Well, from the looks of things, we are going to
be here forever. I just HATE it!
It's not only the house, but I am living with all her old beat
up furniture and appliances and I can't stand it any longer.
Rey says we can't just walk out. We have to get our money
out of this house before we buy another one, but so far be
hasn't even put this house on the market. So what should I do?
HOUSE SICK

DEAR ABBY A reader signed "JACK H. IN L. A." said
you goofed when you made reference to the "wives" of the
famous WRIGHT BROTHERS, because the Wright brothers
were both bachelors!
Well. iip. is the one who goofed, because my
grandmotiv
r was married to Wilbur Wright.
Very truly yours,
0. D. T.? OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON

$1.39

2-Lb. Can

F
eeriTEE

Devil Yelkw3
Food
White
B°xes19C

OR

•

39c

Swansdown

DEAR ABBY: My husband is 68 years old and he's still in
good health, but he is one of those who made his will out 10
years ago and he has changed it half a dozen times since.
The last time he changed it I asked him what changes he
had made this time, and he refused to tell me. As his lawful
wedded wife, am I not entitled to know what is in my
husband's will?
"IN THE DARK" IN DULUTH

1ST

6 1/2 oz.

NET COCKTAIL

Lge. 21/
2 Can

Sundays

EY ORDERS

NTITIES

•

Lincoln Given
Haircut And
Shave On Cent

WASHINGTON UPI - Abraham
Lincoln has been given a shave
.and a haircut as a sort of 160th
birthday present.
The trimming, done without
fanfare, was done on the LinFRANKFORT-Some 16,000 Fut- coln head that appears on the
U. S. penny, starting with 1969
ure Homemakers in high schools
coins.
throughout Kentucky will attempt
The general public apparently
to raise $6,000 within the next
didn't notice, but coin collectors
few months for their annual schdid and the Treasury Departmeolarship program.
nt's Bureau of the Mint has movThe Future Homemakers, who
to issue a statement today
are in 261 chapters, hope to awa- ed
assuring everyone that "no chard 20 scholarships worth $300
nge in design" of Abe's head
each at their annual meeting in
was intended by the spruce-iv.
June at Western Kentucky UnivA mint spokesman explained
ersity, according to Dorotha S.
that because of long usage, the
Home
Division
of
of
the
Oatts
master die cut in 1909 had flattEconomics, State Department of
ened the features of the 16th PrEducation.
esident, whose 160th birthday anniversary was two days ago.
The scholarships are awarded,
As the years woreon,the cragaccording to Mrs. Oatts, to those
gy, bearded Lincoln features bromembers who have contributed
adened and a topknot of hair be•in an outstanding way to the Ken- gan
to appear. The words"In God
HoFuture
tucky Association of
Trust" and "Liberty" flattenWe
are
and
memakers of America
ed out and began crowding the
intended to promote among other
edge of the coin.
things, interest in home econom"All we did is bring the words
ics, home economics careers and
back to the proper distance. The
related occupaUons.
original design called for and we
The scholarship funds are to sharpened the features to the depprojecvarious
be raised through
th they were on the 1909 coin,"
ts carried out by chapters and
the spokesman said, "We cannot
• members at the local level. The change the design of a coin
withak association began its drive Feb. in
a 25 year period without conS 14.
gressional action and we have no
Mrs. Cutts emphasized,though intention og doing so."
the Future Homemaker program
Is an integral part of high school
work, the members areproviding
the scholarships through their
Well-Troveled Metal
own efforts.
Nickel is Canada's 4th greatest
In the past 20 years,the assoc- export. The versatile element,
iation has awarded 257 scholar- used in more than ai000 alloyx, is
ships.
shipped to some 10 countries.

t
dos 39
Washed, Red
10-lb. bag 49
Fresh Crispy

CARROTS

F
1-1b. bag

°R 19

Fresh

HIGH QUAL ITY
InedISHES

6-oz bag 5*

LOW PRICES
YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE
AT PARKE RS FOOD STORE

COURT E OUS
•

SERVICE

IUUSPY

SUNSHINE CRACKERS

CAMP

& BEANS _ _ --

29‘
2Ton: 29
1-1b. box

16-oz. can

PARKERS FOOD MARKET
•
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GREAT VARIETY.
bgalsFOOD

25

GREAT EATING!

Lbs.

EGGS

* PRODUCE
RED POTATOES
won no ACTION p3-A

U.S. Marine helicopter %thirties in supplies to an artillery base
fitalp a 1.200-foot ridge in the A Shau Valley region of South Vietnam. The North VietnaMs* are using the valley to build up against Da Nang, Hue, Quang Tri, coastal cities.

of the specie, or a depletion of in the Rosedown area inspired
the food apply in the areas whe- Audubon to paint thirty-two of
re they normally winter.
his famous birdlife studies. EnThe flocks of yellow, black gaged by Mrs. James Pirrie at
and white birds represent a rare Oakley to teach her daughter, Eltreat for bird lovers in Louisia- iza, Audubon devoted his morninna, as well as Tyler,Texas, whe- gs to his duties in the school
re scattered grosbeak have been
room and his afternoons roam
reported The evening grosbeak
swoop from trees in flocks and ing the woods, working on his
settle on the ground, pecking aw- monumental ornithological work,
nosedown, St. Francisville, ay, and can be approached quite 'Birds of America".
La, - If bird watchers in mid- closely without their taking flight.
western states miss literally th- The female is not as colorful as
Exciting to bird lovers who vi.
ousands of their evening gros- the male, has less yellow, and is sit Rosedown are the two copper
more
grayish
than
black.
The
beak population, they will find
engravings from the Elepheat
them in Southeast Louisiana. Vis- bird's name is derived from its Edition of Audubon's "Birds of
rather
large
There
beak.
are
itors report seeing hundreds'of
America" which hang in the
them in the gardens of Rosedown several specie of the evening stairs hallway of Rosedown.
In St. Francisville, La. a restor- grosbeak, but all are closely reRosedown is a plantation enied century old showplace which lated to the brilliant huedcardin- pire which was restored by Yrs.
al
has
which
become
hallmark
a
has become a mecca for flower
of the gardens of Roseclown acc- Milton Underwood to save ow 01I
and bird lovers.
ording
to Dr. George H. Lowery, the great gardens of the 19th cenThe evening grosbeak (helperJr.
famed Ornithologist at Louis- tury. Oakley House, where Audiptiocia vespertine) which are tooubon lived for a few months in
updating the hauntingly beautiful iana State University and author 1821, when he painted his famous
of
"Louisiana
Birds.”
Florida parishes of Louisiana
birdlife studies, and Aububon Meare strikingly marked birds whi- "In any case, they -Save sett- morial State Park are Just 4 and
led
in
one
of
most
the
thickly.
ch breed in the far north and
ia miles south of Rosedown.
seldom venture farther south th- populated bird sauctuitries in inFor information on Rosedown
America,"
land
Dr.
Lowery said.
an Kansas, Iowa,Blinois, Kentucits famous gardens, write
and
"No less than 37'1 species of birky and Ceti°.
Rosedown, Drawer M. St. FranJust why such a large segment ds have been recorded here. Po- cisville, La.
of the evening grosbeak populat- ssibly the greatest single factor
ion thould winter in Louisiana favoring this region as a place
has Southern bird watchers sp- to find a concentration of birds
eculating. This specie has been is the fact that it lies athwart
seen in Louisiana aelystme other the great Mississippi Valley migtime-I962. Presumably, them* ratory flyway, an avenue over
ration could have somethingto do which millions of birds wing thewith an unusually prodoztive year ir way twice a year in their annual migrations. This movement
of a large segment of the avian
populatkxi of the continent brings many northern species in innsWelk"webers.
tor which makes
reillabeas popular with Mr-'411s Swortment of hardwood
, basch-oaksmagnollit
spa areas which rervelIy attractive to land birds."
It is embwil that the thick
cy of glint oaks, magnolia,
and other trees and shof the Felicianas represent
"must" for those who love
birds, John James Audubon, the
great naturalist-artist, was also
struck by the beauty of the land
the abundance of its birdlife when he landed at Bayou Sara in
THE KING IS DEAD Former
1821. He described the sudden
King Saud of Saudi Arabia.
change in the fact of Nature as
who ruled the oil-rich kinghe first penetrated the Felicianas as "supernaturally beautiful", dom as the world's wealthiest
absolute monarch until he
and recorded in his diary that
was deposed by his younger
NEW WART AT 6--Christillir the aspect of the country around
Corhni above is the 6-yearbrother, King Faisal. in early
him, thronging with numberless
old who received a heart
1964. died of an apparent
warblers and thrushes, "excited
from a 7-year-old trafficheart attack in A t hen s.
his admiration.
victim boy in Cincinnati, 0.
Greece He was 67
The colorful avian population

Grosbeaks
I 'Gather At
Rosedown

I

Contennie Scrapsoo.
k lin
'Until the advent of cubism, he was
14_E the most influential painter in Paris, if not In Europe. and he remains one of
the most important artists of the century.
His emancipation of color has historical importance comparable to cubism's role in releasing form from representation."
That is from an appraisal of Henri Matisse
in a mammoth new Encyclopedia of the Arts.
published ty Meredith Press, under the Managing Editorship of Geoffrey Hindley. with
many illustrations in full color. "Cubunnrefers to purposely unrealistic, but free-form
technique made fashionable by Georges
Braque and Pablo Picasso The name came
from a critic who seized a remark of Matisse
about the "little cubes" of Braque.
1809 was the birth year of Matisse, who
Look up drawing and painting while studying
law and working as a Lawyer's clerk, then
schooled himself In Parisian academies He
developed talents aa sculptor also and this
continued throughout Matisse's career to be
an extension of his painting
Matisse was influenced by Gauguin, Van
Gogh, Cezanne and Oriental water-colorists.
he was nearly forty before his individual distinction was recognized and his impress on
others emerged He wrote in 190/. -What I
dream of is an art of balance, purity and
serenity. devoid of troubling or depressing
matter." The "cubism" of Braque and Picasso was a departure from that ideal as
were later works of him When he died at eighty-fire in 1951.
work• of his were In the leading museums
of the world, with enormous estimates of
value. Full-color prints of Matisse's best
works are obtainable inexpensively to brighten up walls.
CLARK KINNAIRD

45L

LYNN GROVE
MEDIUM

20 lbs

CELERY
APPLES
ONIONS
CABBAGE

4-1b. bag
3 lbs.

100
39'
I90

BUTTER FLAVOR

WESSON OIL
PIZZA MIX

Quart

with CHEESE
CHEF-ROYAR-DEE

59(

6-oz.

49°

lb. 5°

PICNICS COFFEE
FLOUR-- 99°
390 S AC

Maxwell House
1 lb.
W.,

I' K ON

Field.

LIPTON

TEA

10 iha

Smoked B

SWIFT
PREMIUM
'

27°

KRAUT _ 3i49'

•

FRYERS
CHOPS

Bush - # 300 can

39'
t

HOMINY _ 3for
29e
Dixie Belle

CRACKERS
1 lb. 19'
Swift Premium

FRANKS

12-oz.

39t

BACON

LB

590

LB.

Pet Ritz - 2 in pkg.

Butter Sauce

590

3 lbs.

GAL

'SEGO

PIE SHELLS
3/11.00
Jiffy CHUCK WAGON STEAKS _ 79c
BRUSSELL SPROUTS
25c
CREAM PIES

PORK

I

FROZEN FOOD *

29t
69

LB.

SNOWDRIFT

Swift Premium

in

13 oz.

Bush - # 303 can

SAUSAGE
12-os.

BABY FORMULA

IM

3

INSTANT PET MILK

canto;

6
3

89,

12-qt size $1.29

K raft

MAYONNAISE

quart 5ge

Frosty Acres

14-oz - -3 for 89(

HEAVY DUTY DUZ

CUT GREEN BEANS

& MEAT BALLS

10'

'
2 F°,15° ALUMINUM HAP _ 49
ITALIAN 8611Essmh_____35e OLEO
Wishbone

- -5.Lb.. $1.09

Delited Strawberry

PRESERVES _

18-ox

Moonkist Unsweetened

GRPFT. JUICE _34 $1

15-oz. -

790
2'OR 49,
— giant

Alcoa - 18-in. wide

GERBER'S STRAINL1)

PEAT MOSS--

Glasses Free! 2Kely

English Mountain - t. 303 can

BABY FO()D

DILL PICKLES
33*

Pilgrim
Sliced

32-ox.

FLAVOR-KIST

PARKAY

-

One Pound
Gaspar

CHILI

with BEANS — # 300 can

JUNE
Ea
liiri

PEAS_ _

190

29
0

_

Hollywood

CANDY BARS — —

— 6 Pk

19'

Keebler Coconut - 15-es.

CRACKERS
Heart from Matisse's
painting.
"The Plumed
Hat." details indicating uhy this
artist was hailed
as the "genius of
line" Though
bedridden In his
last years. he
con t Inued paint int., uater colors, pen
ink
drawings, as
well as
ulpiur•

GREAT FOOD.

1-1b. box

29° CHOC. DROP COOKIES _ _ 39'
Open Till
9:00 p.m.

IINSON'S

South 12th Street
.*
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REMOVE EXCESS body fluid ATTENTION! Young men and
AUCTION SALO
with Fluidex tablets, only 21.49 women between the ages of 16
AUCTION: Saturday, March 1, at Dole & Stubblefield. H-IT)' and 21 wishing to join the Job
1989, 1:00 p. m. Rain or shine
Corp should apply in person
at the late Will Huie home, 100 LIVESTOCK: At stud, 2 regist at the Division of Public AsSouth 18th Street, Murray, ered 5 gaited stations, Pre- sistance, 202 South 6th Street,
Kentucky. Will sell: 6 rooms of miers Pride by Stonewall Pre- Thursday. February 27, between
furniture and appliances. Some mier, Ensigns Majestic Style by 9:00 a. m. and 4:00 p.
HISLP
FOR
WANT
SALO
ZEAL /STATE POR SALS
items are: living room suite; Majestic Enaign. Top breeding
FOR RIINT
F-25-C
NOTICE
occasional chain; extra nice in USA. One registered Welch
SALIM TRAINEE - Straight 12' x 80' =BMW Moles
* WE HAVE to many listings
FURNISHED
apartment for bedroom suite; real nice drop
Commission but $10000 Per Homo )17 Model. Ilireehed.
, get lime ail in the paper.
couple or students. Phone 71111 leaf -.table with 4 matching pony, show type. Sales-Train- KITCHEN LOOK old and drab?
ing-Bording. Blackwell Stables, No fuss, no MSC jail take
week guaranteed, minimum. room, all-electric, birch panel- In accordance with Kentucky 6229 or 753-8012.
!Morseled in buying or
TFC chairs; chrome dinette set; nice
cdd cabinets out and have
Route 1, Murray, Ky. Phone
Age 72 to 35. Men who enjoy ing throughout. Good condition. Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
our office.
little
gives
refrigerator;
hereby
25.200:
Notice
electric
is
4-BEDROOM (one panelled) tam
753-6977.
travel and meeting the public Phone Puryear 247-3949 after
March-31-C beautiful new cabinets. Ken
REAL ESTATE stove;
small
settle.
final
chest
report
of
a
type
that
deep
Ten Building Supply, 207 Maple,
story brick home for rent. New
Ina el Street. Murray, Ken- preferred. Apply 212 E. Walnut 4:00 p.m. or 733-3348. TFNC meat of accounts was on
753-8583.
gas furnace, carport, large utili- freeze; lots of cooking utensils
7-28-C
111112, across from post office. St., Mayfield, Kentucky, 8 to MUST
WILL
THE
PERSON
who
and
exdishes;
quilts and linens;
SACRIFICE, 2 registered February 24th., 1969 flied by ty. Excellent location, 1000
Phone 753-3283. Wayne Wilson, 10 A. M. Monday through Sat°hanged
hats
Saturby
mistake
Maytag
Washer; and numerous
Collie pups immediately. May Neva Grey Allbritten, Admin- Sharp Street. Available March
heals phone 753-5006; Brokers: urday.
be seen after 5:00 p. m. at 816 istratrix of the estate of Ers 22. Write Bob Gass, 1616 S. W. antique items. Octogan center day, February 22, please.return "BELTONE factory fresh hearIff HA Charles McDaniel,
ing aid batteries for all make
North 19th.
7-27-C Grace Robertson, Dec'd.,
10th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, table; dressers; wadi stands; ray hat to the Maple Leaf Rest- hearing aids, Wallis Drags.
plisse 753-4805, Mrs.
aurant.
$17,000 PLUS REGULAR CASH
7-28-P
and that the same has been Fla. Phone 524-5341.
11-5-C rocking chairs; nice old picture
Inlaid, Home phone 753-4910.'ONUS for man over 40 in HERD OP HEREFORD cattle, approved by the Calloway CoH-1TC
•
frames; trunks; old hand laid
SPACE
available. bureau; extra nice glass front
Murray, Ky. area. Take snort mostly poll stock as good as unty Court and ordered filed OFFICE
you will find without papers. to lie over for exceptions. Any Rooms newly carpeted and panTHREE-BEDROOM
brick
in auto trips to contact customers
china cabinet; also iota of hand
Highland Oaks Subdivision on Air mail D. K. Dickerson, Pres., J. T. Tidwell, Lynn Grove and person desiring to file any ex- eled. Call Tuesday, Thursday tools and garden tools. MiscelriGH3 LJOVJUCil EMU
Goldwater
Road.
Phone
435and
on
Saturday,
so
ception
thereto
will
9:00
do
a.
in.
ACROSS
to
Southwestern
3-Sco'4
Petroleum Corp..
100 x 180 Ft. lot. Carport, util
laneous items to numerous to
rii 1713rifiLl IWO
5312.
F-24-P
5:00
4
p.
-Great
in.,
or
before
753-7828.
Ft
Worth, Texas 78101. 7-27-C
II-1-C mention. This is a good houseOCit2r3C1
ity, built-in kitchen city water,
1-Singing voice
bustard
forver
iutiu C1000
March
24,
or
1969
be
$13,000.00. Phone 453-1861.
6-Brand
ELEVEN FOOT John Boat. 3%
5-Carouse
UNFURNISHED house on 9th hold sale, don't miss it! Sale
LiCICINCHICJis
CMG
barred.
11.lammaking
M-1-C PALACE DRIVE-IN has open horsepower motor. Brand new.
by Otto Chester, Auction Ser6-A cattlemen
sainua coon JO
body
Witness my hand this 24th and Sycamore. Phone 753-1770. vice, Lynn Grove, Ky.
(abbr.)
DUO
For in12-Come into
F-28-C
LOST in IGA parking lot, email log for full time waitress. Do Never been in water, $185.00. day of February,. 1989.
7-Township
DO NUM ROHM
formation
call
Call
753-4482
4354042 or Meaview
after 4:30 p. m.
not call. Please apply in person,
(abbr.)
brown leather purse.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
urJIItJi 101:3MU
THREE-ROOM furnished apart- dow Huie 753-2783.
14-Symbol for
F-27-C
SLAM,
Palace Drive In. Five Points.
11?
Phone 7534380.
r.10111 U0139
F.
tantalum
County Court Clerk,
ment. Also English Racer biminimlirirJii
15-Donate
10-Fothor or
Calloway County,
NOTICE
UPRIGHT PIANO $40.00. Call
cycle for sale. Excellent condiBEAUTFITUL mobile home ate
17-Biblical need
GNU
ODULiG ULU
mother
Kentucky
753-5404 after 4:00 p. m.
18-Snake
tion. Phone 753-5945 after 5:00 NOTICE: We repair
11-Look fixedly
earl UAGIEJU UOU
with lots of shade trees an WANTED: Man to
all makes
20-Number
13-1.4sses
wort in loBy: Dewey Ragsdale, D C p. in.
7-28-C -vellum cleaners, toasters, mixlarge garden area. Also 7/1 acres cal hardware
23-Number
16-Without
electric
range.
store. Must be re- KENMORE
1TP
24-Walk
end
32-Norse gods
47-Ireland
of pasture land. Will rent mo- liable and
ers, irons, limners, all mall
7-27-C
willing to accept re- Phone 753-3007.
unsteadily
19-Man's name
34-Welaii food
49-Skin ailment
bile home site and pasture
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409
26-Smootti
21-Smooth
WANTED TO BUY
36-Grade
sponsible position. Salary open
NOTICE
52-Free of
.
USED CHEST. type freezers.
20-Symbol for
22-C,amttry of
gather or seperate. Located a Write giving
37-Christian
Maple.
March-6-C
54-Corrsuine
full resume to Dick & Dunn 118
In accordance with Kentucky USED STUDY desk. Phone 753Men
Aisis
festival
South
proximately 5 miles southw
12th.
-Babylonian
57
legally
295ar
P. 0. Box 335, Murray, Ky.
25-Theater
Doses
3S-Petitioned
Phone 753-3037 or 492-8199. Statutes, Sections 25.195 and 7585.
1TP ELECTROLUX SALES & Serof Murray. Call 753-7292
deity
31-Iterates
27-Cibus fruit
40-Click beetle
March-10-C
58-Symbol for tin
33-Protective
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
30-Musical
41-Repulse
6:00 p. m.
F-27-C 25.200: Notice is hereby given
F-26-P
shield
tnstrument
44-Attempted
60-Pronoun
SERVICES OFFIRID
that
report
Final
a
of
settleM.
Sanders.
Phone
382-31711
POSITIONS available for 2 or USED FURNITURE
35-Title
and Appli- ment of accounts was on
NEWLY LANDSCAPED 5 ac
Lynnville, Ky.
March-12-C
36-111nakfast
3 registered nurses, full or part ances. 5 and
7 piece dinettes,
February 24th., 1989 filed by DUNRITE ROOFING Co. Inc.
Mods
tract. Lots of large shade trees. time.
Salary excellent. Good dining room suite
Complete
defeated
new
394Ipe
and
recover
JONES PEST Control Service.
with buffett, Will D. Geurin, Executor of the
Very attractive for residential
421hit of scale
working conditions. Relief and vanities, dresser,
shingle
roofing
service.
SpecGuaranteed results. Unmarked
chest of draw- estate of Herman Geurin, Dec'd.,
or for development. 1% mil night
anew
shift. Contact Mr. McCue ers, glass door
safe, anthills
And that the same has been ializing In repairs. Guaranteed car. Fly control, roaches, ante
west of Murray, $4,500.00. or
Mrs. Hayden at Fuller Gil- wood beds, round
sti=o)
display taloa approved by the Calloway Co- workmanship. 4811-21513 Kirksey, spiders and etc. Phone 4111Phone 753-3976.
M4C liam Hospital,
Mora
Mayfiedd, Ken- with skirts, roll-a-way bed*, unty Court and ordered
TFC 3022 or 480-3021.
EYMarch-13-P
*Pim Gynt's
filed
latither
M-4-C trunks, chifferobe, ranges and to lie over for exceptioas. Any
•
BARGAINS FOR THE WEEK: tuciry.
TO BUILD a new home or an
• ONE three bedroom frame
refrigerators.
person
Carraway
desiring
Furnito
•
file
*Wm
any
ex- addition, call J. H. Tabers Con- GET KW or pests, they weal
DOES AN AVON representat.
111egji. _house with two extra lots near
ive call on you? We may need ture, 105 North 3rd Street, ception thereto will do so on tractor. Phone 489-3051 or 489- leave on their awn. Termites [aMorgan's Boat Dock. Reduced
Phone
before
r
753-1502.
7-28-C
someone in your neighborhood
right on eating if you ignore
2023.
7-27-P
priced $7500.00 to $6500.00.
March 24, 1969 or be forver
No obligation, write Mrs. Evelyn DYMO TAPEWRITER
them. Kelly's Pest Control is the
ONE two bode:ion trailer, all
SPECIAL barred.
BRING NEW LIFE to your fur- answer, locally owned and opL Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440, $4.95 home
lablernaker, ncw
electric, nice big lot joining
Witness my hand this 24th niture. Restore the original erated for 20 years. We can be
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ken- only $3.95.
Dycno M-10, regu- 375 contour line at Panorama
594Mes
41411.1"ekilliiillii
944.61161.1.11.6w
;
far
beauty of your upholstered reached 24 hours a day. U Its
tucky, 42064.
F-28-C larly $19.95, reduced to $9.98. day of February, 1969.
Shores. Priced $4800.00. this
furniture. Cleaned in your own a pest call us. Phone 753-3914.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
61-Ztof
week only.
fortification
WAITRESS wanted part time. All colors and sizes of tape are
home by Von Schrader dry- Member Chamber of Commerce
County Court Clerk,
62 Heider
ONE nice trailer, three y
Apply in person at the Triangle available at The Ledger and
foam method. No muss, no fuss. and Builders Association LCPCalloway County,
old on a shady lot 100' x 150', Restaurant. South 12th Street, Times Office Supply Store.
No odor. All work guaranteed 195. Kelly's Pest Control, 100
DOWN
Kentucky
one joining lot 100' x 150', a Murray, Ky.
b1-1-NC
By Dewey Ragsdale D C Phone for estimate today. J-Mac
F-218C
13th Street, phone 733.3914.
1-Plagues
new frame garage 16' x 20', all
2-Punter's
117' & Son. Phone 753-7511. FH-F-26-C
15 HORSE POWER Evinrude
Distr. by United Feeture Syndicate. Inc. 26
1•41111,1•
for $9450.00 at Panorama
AUTO/40111Ln FOR SALE
motor. 1951 Ford tractor. 1967
Shores.
Ford pick-up truck. One horse
ONE three bedroom frame 1988 DELUXE Model Ford LTD
deep well pump. Phone 75a.
. house on a large lot joining a Station Wagon. Car top carrier,
4858.
F-213-P
375 contour line at Panorama power steering and brakes, air
Shores $8400.00.
AND MISS
E5, A
14%
CUBIC
FOOT refrigerator, 0320313
conditioner,, tilt away steering
MISS(NAAR FELL,AND
TI-tAT STUPID
THREE new three bedroom wheel. 8 months old, like new $60.00. Three drawer metal file,
TEANER?(OTWAAR LOOKS
LINV5 RI.)54ED OVER AND
brick homes, central heat and Phone 435-4752.
Bizaht(E INVOLVED
14E15
ARE STILL ON TIREO.,54E'5 MEN
M4C $20.00. Phone 435-4752. M-4-C
PICKED OP 14ER SIGN.
air, carpet, blacktop street, sewSTRIKE,I SEE CARRq1/46'MAT
1962 CHEVY 1I, 4-door sedan. TED OF old walls and floors?
er and water. Priced s14,250.00 SIGN
Black, red interior. White side- We are known for better quality
.. to $15,750.00.
.ONE three bedroom brick with wall tires. Automatic transmis- paneling and carpet at reason•.3.,
large den and kitehen, utility, sion. Local car. Extra Mee. able prices. Ken-Ten Building
Parker
Ford Used Car Dept Supply. 207 Maple, 753-6383.
carport, two ceramic tile baths,
cpntral heat and air. Reduced Phone 753-5273.
F-28-C
F-284
$21,500.00 to $20,500.00.
FALCON
1908
sedan.
4
-door
AuONE nice 8 acre track of land
JEFFREY'S
east of Aurora, Kentucky on tomatic transmission. White
•
blacktop road, one mile from with blue vinyl trim. Very low
mileage
car.
This
car
is
extra
Kentucky Lake, bargain at
Dressesi Dresses,
nice. Parker Ford Used Car
$3800.00.
Origami
Dept. Phone 753-5273.
F-28-C
ONE acre commercial lot in
Sizes 3-15, 8-20, 124-34%
Aurora, Kentucky with large GOING OVERSEAS, must sac0
frame house $20,000.00.
rifice 1987 Ford Mustang. May
Washable Dacron Knits
• 37 ACRE FARM, 10 miles east be seen at Murray Kisco, South
•
SLEET, SNOW
CHEER UP
SUNBURN, MOSQUITOES,
of Murray near the lake $5000.- 12th.
Cottons, Polyesters, •
F-27-C
•
WINTER '1-00.
•
WIND,
ICE,
SUMMER
POISON
IVY, BEE STINGS,
•
Rayons
)DEPRESSES
WHY'ONE 60 ACRE FARM near 1985 BUICK, LaSabre, 2-door
•
WILL
FLU,
COLDS-SOON
THORNS, HEAT
$7.911
LIGHTNI
to
NG,
hardtop,
red.
429.e5
Price
to
•
sell.
Lynhurat Resort $10,000.00.
SO
•
IF YOU ARE planning on Parker Ford Used Oar Dept.
BE HERE
WASPS
HORNETS
ITC • GLOOMY
FLIES,
,
?
, building a home in the City or Phone 753-3273.
F-28-C
at the lake see us for building
lots. No down payments only 1967 B. S. A. motorcycle. Oneowner. 1,400 miles. With red SOUP'S ON, the rug that is,
small month payments.
helmet, with all the extras so clean the spot with Blue
FREEMAN JOHNSON, Realtor,
Southside Shopping Cente r, Parker Ford Used Car Dept. Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Phone 753-3273.
F-22-C $1. Big IL
id-1-C
Murray, Kentucky, 753.2731.
F-28-C 1987 T-BIRD, 2-door hardtop. RUGS a sight/ Company com'44himmtmer•
Blue with blue vinyl trim. Air- ing, Clean them right with
t
WANTED TO WIT
conditioned, power steering and Blue Lustre. Rent electric
i11110
WANTED: Medium priced a- power brakes. White vinyl roof. shampooer $1. Western Auto
mow0
'iv.,'- OM -me
- pertinent for young married One owner car. Very low mile- Store.
vE-Arrr
11-1-C
en/sist
lerea• vS. by k....41 F•••••• ST.bge.
Nimet
couple with one year old daugh- age. This car is extra nice. FLUFFY
soft and bright as
ter. Write, Route 5, Box 2, City. Parker Ford Used Car Dept. new.
That's what cleaning rugs
Phone 7534273.
F-28-C
F-311-F
will do when you use Blue
1989 FORD 4-door sedan. Lustre! Rent electric shampooer
FOR SALE OR RENT
Straight shift. Nice old car. $I. Tidwell's Paint Store. II-1-C
I RAN ACROSS AN OLD BOOK
10' x 57 MODERN 2-bedroom price .$100.00. Come by and take
,.. SO I HAD IT DUPLICATED. IF YOU
IT'S OLP ENGLISH,
OF PLAVS IN A SECOND-HAND BOOKmobile home. Phone 753-8333 a look at it. Parker Ford Used USED STOVE and refrigerator.
PEOPLE LIKE IT, IT MIGHT BE OUR
SLATS. I JUDGE THE
antique oval glass doors.
STORE
IN
LONDON
SUMMER
THE
PAST
.
LITTLE CLUB'S FIRST PLAY.
or 753-7871. If no answer call Car Dept. Phone 753-3273.
PLAY WAS WRITTEN IN
Phone 753-7498.
F-26-C
THE AUTHOR IS UNKNOWN, BUT I FOUND
after 3:00 p. m.
7-27-C
THE 16114 CENTURY.'
ONE OF THE PLAYS,"THE QUEEN'S
LAPY,'AMOSING
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Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

Nancy

by Ernie Bushrniller

•

‘1\1

awe

PM 'No

Abbie 'N Slats

PARKAY

OLEO
One Pound

2IN

COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES
Located Across From
The Oaks Country Club

Ten Spacious Lots
[800 Feet
All 200

Need a gift for that
person who "has
everything"?

"The Wishing
Well"
In

Western Auto

doe"

has unusual gifts from
around the world!
f26c

Protective Restrictions
Each Lot 2% Acres
These beautiful lots are only 2,mlles from
the city. Beautiful building Antes for the
home you have always wanted. Paved street.

Till
) p.m.

I lth Street
..••••• ••••••

Jack and Lillian Blackviell
Developers

Oaks Country Club Road

ID

753-6977

by R. Van Buren

*

Lir Abner

Your Guide *

by Al Capp
EV'RY
AMERICAN, MAN OR
DEA5T, TWO BOWLS
PATRIOATSEV'RY DAY
-TO GIVE

TO GOOD EATING
The Holiday Inn
SrInes A Sit of Sumps
To Murray
FOR AN UNUSUAL
AND PLEASANT DINING
IXPIIIENCI
Try Our
* GERMAN BUFFET *
,
Wednesday Owning
February 26
Ant Stacey, Chof
- Reservations Accepted Phone 753-5964
F.21)-C
•eommimmi

THAR'S NOFF
PATRI OATS
MAH ONE
Li'L ACRE--

-AN'IT
wONsT
GROW
IN NO
SOi L BUT
T141S'N!!

114 THE
PATRIOATS
KING!!

• -•
tokerbecli-•vimi

•
.....•••••••••••

mr.

•

•••

•

NEER TWELVE
THE

These ARE Taxing Times! SEEN

LIIDGRIt

HEARD ...

&

TIMIS

—

MUEHAY

KiNTUCKY

WEDNESDAY—FEBRUARY 26,
196

Hospital Report

Si

/AM

Census — Adults .... 111
(Continued Freon Pose One)
Census — Nursery ...
ment a to save something for Aibuilealews.
FebrisarY
111119 tern
Kentucky
with
active
a rainy day; the second, to disMrs. Glens Runafelt, 210 So. suing
programs.
tinguish between light sprinkles out Street, Murray
; Mrs. Clam
Shortage of string teacheee
and heavy seers."
Paschall. Route 3, Pttryear,
and, consequently, shortage
Tenn.; Mrs. Pansy Pritchett
string players is a nation/RI
We love all seen such writings Dexter;
Mrs. Bet,' Mull.
concern, according to MUM
as "1 am an angry American", Orchard Hgta,
Murray; Mrs.
He relates several instances of
or some such thing, all of which Rea Adams, 1010
Kirkwood advertisements
by nationallycarry a moral.
Drive, Murray; Master David
known symphony orchestras in
Meyer, Route 3, Benton; Mrs.
trade publications for string
We ran across the following en- Befits Bennett 900
,
Forestdale players
.
titled "Open Letter to pan" Street, South
Fulton, Tann.;
"With the advent of many
which was written by a Jewish Mrs. Mona
Sue Joyce, Route 1,
youth orchestra programs asong writer and his wife. It Hardin; Miss
Regina MeCage,
round the country, the *Millbegins as "I am a Woman" and Route 1, Murray;
Mrs. Carolyn
ion has eased somewhat," the
continues thusly.
Fain and baby girl, SOO North
continued. "Many leading or"I am your wife, your sweet. llith Street, Murray
; Mrs. Nan- chestra
s are also offering fullheart, your mother, your &ugh. cy Watkins, Route
1, Buchanan,
time wort, and therefore, secter, your sister . . . your fri- Tenn.; Mrs. Juanita
Lynn, 1098
urity, instead of the part-time
end. I need Your help.
Ryan Ave., Murray; Mrs. Doroarrangements that were pre"I was created to give to the thy Williams, 1303
it
Main IL, valent
a short time ago."
world gentleness, understand- Murray; Clyde
Robertson, 115
Eventually, the Youth Syming, serenity, beauty and love: South 10th
Street, Murray; ChesSi
phony program at Murray State
I am finding it increasingly dif- ter Burkee
n, Route 4, Benton.
will lead to a junior orchestra
ficult to fulfill my purpose.
Dimnissals
and small ensemble groups and
"Many people in advertising,
Miss Tress Joseph. Route 2,
to a string extension specialist
motion pictures, television and KirkaeY David
;
Gardner, Box
who will work with elementary
radio have ignored my innei 36, Eddyville; Mrs.
Annabelle school
students and parents in
qualities and have repeatedly Russell, 1406
Poplar Street,
nearby counties to form classes
used me only as a symbol of Murray; Miss Edwina
Key, 1700
RED ROCKET FELLS VIETNAMESE CHILDREN—Wounded by one of several
Communist rocksex.
Miller Ave., Murray; Mrs- Bet- in the fourth, fifth, and sixth
ets lobbed into Saigon, children are held by their mother
grades.
s as they await an ambulance be"'This humilates me; it de- ty Housden, 1711
Farmer Ave,
side
the
Saigon
River
Saigon.
in
Mason has high hopes for the
South Vietnam.
stroys my dignity; it prevents Murray Mrs. Janice
(Radiophoto)
;
Ward and
future in what he says has
me from being what you want baby girl, 1st Street,
Murray;
me to be — an example of
Master Terry Odom, Route 4, been a "dry area" for strings. Safety First
An I Si cenivey cartoon depicts e taxpayee's cesthisi
Psychedelic Dance Floor
STRANDEN WINS
"Beauty,
inspiration
on.
NEW YORK (UPI) — rainand Benton; Oldron McDonald, Til- He thinks the difficulty of
love—
Lie; Mrs. Josephine Darnell. strings has probably been over- proof your house, safety experts
2„ By JERRY KLEIN
FLUBERT, Norway UPI - Erestimated, adding that the per- suggest.
Written "specially for Central Press sot. This
"Love for my children, love 1406 Johnson Blvd.,
Newspaper
Murray;
A dance floor, fabricated of ling Strsuiden, a 20 year old who
sonal gratification for an inTHERE'LL be no citizens' revolt come April 15,
Check the family's habits. It
when your in- for my husband, love for my Mrs. Juanita Lynn, HIM Ryan
stain -finish nickel stainless steel, was seriously injured in a ski- at
come tax report falls due. But if it's any comfor
Ave., Murray; Mn, Rosemary dividual who learns to play is costs nothing in greenbacks to reflects
t to you, you can God and country.
psychedelic lighting for flying accident two years ago,
recall that exactly 175 years ago there WAS
insist that everyone put things
well worth the effort
"I need your help to restore Scott and baby boy,
a nasty taxpayers'
107 Pine
uprising that our history books called the "Whisk
away when finished using them. dancing at The Bird's Nest in upset two-time world champion
me to my true position .. . to Street, Murray
81
ey Rebellion."
;
"Certai
Mrs. Nancy
nly one of the strong Don't use stairs
Twickenham, England. The floor Bpern
In that spring of 1794, the federal govern
as temporary
Wiricola in the Norwegian
ment first tried to allow me to fulfill the purpose Watkins, Route 1, Buchan
will last for decades, is easy on
an, points of the Youth Symphony storage space.
enforce a national revenue law on the young
Papers and
giant hill ski jumping championcountry. Grain for which I was created.
Tenn.; Mrs. Bertie Cunningham is the stimulation of wider
farmers in the southwestern Pennsylvania
in- magazines on the floor can be the feet, easy to clean and is ship Sunday with
responded by tarring
"I know you will find a way." (To Cony. Div.),
a leap of 106.5
readily transportable.
Route 3, Mur- terest in all musk activities at as dangerous as slick
and feathering tax collectors, burning federal buildin
wax.
gs, robbing
That's all there is to i t. ray; Emerson Cooper
meters.
the mail and attacking government officers.
, 1100 Pop Murray State," he said. "It gives
Simple, isn't it?
lar Street, Murray; Mn. Bessie students an opportunity for
The protesters formed an anti-tax army number
a
ing 7.000 which
It lays down a challenge. "I Tucker, 100 South
included even members of the Pennsylvania
lith Street, close look at a very fine overMilitia. When the know you will find a way,"
the Murray; Mrs. Annie 0.
unrest spread into neighboring
Wilkin- all music program before its
quested $1,000 monthly based final sentence says hopefully. son (Expired), Route 4, Murray time for them to
_Virginia, Psesident W
choose the al;
ordered thousands of troops on her husband's $35,000 annual
Mrs. Mona Sue Awe aspire
d), lege they want to attend".
from four states to quell the income. An alert revenuer found
Route I. Hardin.
Mason, who has been on the
rebellion—and -the argument of out that the merchant was refaculty at Murray State almost
porting only a $15,000 income.
force was effectual."
20 years, has had considerable
An Oklahoma man actually
The income tax that's on all
help from several people in the
of our minds these _days isn't declared an income 20 times
project. Farrell worked with
new. President Lincoln having larger than he actually made.
him on organization and in audBy MERRIMAN SMITH
imposed one in 1862. But inter- He also listed four fictitious deitions,
(Continued
th
UPI White House Reporter
eatingly. when another attempt pendents and over the years
Palm Ons)
Among other faculty memar
Was made to collect an income thereby received a healthy total
sh
LONDON UPI - Backstairs at one-third of the population — bers, students and volunteers
levy just 75 years ago--in 1804 In refunds on money hiPtl never
were evacuated hours before who are devoting
- - the Supreme Court rejecte earned'
et
the travelling White House:
time to the
d
thc. raging Santa Paula creek Youth Symphony
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SIRLOIN STEAK a- 98c SMOKED JOWL 29'
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